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FOREWORD

.
Commenting upon the rapid rate of change of contemporary
life often becopes redundant. In a relatively recent'
book, Future 'Shock, Alvin Toffler considers the im7

pact off accelerated on people. In one sense,
the message in this widely read book is quite clear.

The real impact of Toffler's argument, however, lies in

the fact that the examples' used were themselves outdated

.
shortly after the book was publishesi. Over the years,
such change, whether responsible or not, has been accom-
panied by a growing 1) eness and consciousness_
of many complex social iiroblems. Increasing crimep
urban congestion, enerfewy .zhortage , and environmental
degradation are but a f the oblems that dilmld be.
elaborated upon ekt length. ,

The expansion and influence of acience oan be closely
'coupled with this period of change. Near the end of
World War II, Vannevar Bush argued that a dynamic
society must be supported in its evolution by'a flour-

ishing science. gaprecendented public support of science
led to a richly proct.koldveperiod,..placing the United
,States in the forefront of many, fields. of research.
This knowledge, however, seemed to generate a number
of difficult questions related to such areas as ,genet-

ics,, fetal 4esea.4ch, biological warfare, and the
effects of low-dose radiation.. We began to recognize
that the gifts of science were frequently accompanied
by unanticipated consequences, some of which'canfronted
mankind with awkward and difficult choirces. Some
talked of the danger of uncontrolled.sdlence and its
disruptive influences. Ii the more common vernacular
science became associated in the minds of many with
war and environidental pollution. ,

*
In another sense the classic question of knowledge and

purpose is once again being raised. The-C..,P. Snow

"Two Cultures!' thesis can be extended' in describing

.
the. conflicts that exist between the culture of an
advancing science and the more classical tradition.
Alexander Solzhenitsyn speaks for many when he proposes
-that we forsake the advantages of progress for a simpler
way of life, one in which man's spiritual is

dominant. In contrast, F ah Pahlavi, Empress of Iran,
-lc, recently pc:anted to the c asm th'at exists betWeen an

advancipg scientific cult e and the ,spiritual tradt-
tion. Speaking for the deedeveloped nations, she

s called for a massive e ucational program to extend

/knowledgeknowledge and the spirit 'o science to narrow this
chasm. It would seem that our, previous'-quest of knowl-
edge for the sake of knowledge is being replaced by
the, more difficult question of knowledge for what,
purpose.

9
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The public is increasingly recognizing its stake and. 0
,

responsibility in dealing with problems which range 4 , .

from population co trol to dnStallation .of. fast breeder,- . -
Pio

reactors: Such pro, ems cannot be resolved byknowl.c
edge alone. a makes 'ttle sense to think that ex-
perts can be employed to-aliMinate all of our.most.
pressing problems. KnoWledge can at best illuminate . ;

possible alternative choices, but in itself is incapable'
of making the-choice. Then too, we have learned that
solutions themselves bear additional problets. What
seems called for is brdgaar public participation in
providing directions to the goals for knowledge which ', *

in turn owl be used to anticipate consequences and -

'alternate wassibilities'in considering the direCtion
that we chobse to give our energies and subsequently
our way of life. : : ,

i

.

''Education indeed has a vital role in such a period.
The gulf between science and popular understanding
mustbe narrowed., Even more critical is the question
of content. _How Ls knowledge to be organized and
presented so that it,ocan be utilized to deal with the
problems that confroht up. This ObviOusly is not a
question that can be resaved easily. Schools have

..not classically participated in thinking through such
problems. The response traditionally has 4nvolved
adopting a new curriculum. Packaged curriIula as
,such mak be unable to address such problems. What

' may be railed for is greater involvetent of teachers' 1

in cons dering such questions and possible educational
responses to the problems.

Such was th'e sp it that-led,to the organization of
the first conference on Science and-Social Issues
which vas devoted to "Population." This .s an issue
that in'Some form is on everypne's mind, Hardly a
day passes* wheh-some-aspect of the problem is not
discussed in the popular press. It seemed that a
problem of such magnitude should be considered by
selected teachers in.thastate,-college and university
personnel;,and national experts. DispUssion of issues
such as pOpulatiOn wbUld help identify and clarify
critical.factors and approaches that could be used
in addresaing such an issue. Teachers could then I

return to their school with this recent knowledg4 and
with alternate educational Strategies deal with this
problem in their local. pimunities. Successful tech-
niques and practices could then be shared in a state-
wide networiCof'teachers and researchers interested

-

o

0
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in t e problem. Additional conferences and follow -up.
acti 'ties such as those mentioned above are planned
for,the future. t'is our contention teat such a pro-
cess could do much to Vitalize educatibil in this period
Pt unprecedented change. -

N -

George J. Pallrei,nd,
Professor
Graduate School of Education
Rutgers - The State University

10
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Fred G. Burke

I think itis ,a particularly appropriate time for a
Conference of this sort, in part because it Is the
World Population Year, and most of ua:have had it
brought home to us rather dramatically. that there:is
'a critical relationship between both the number of
mouths that have to be fed on this planet and the
rood that is availabld to.feed them, and the distri-
bution-and-\,aIlocation-of-thoSe-people-and-that fobd,
I think education-has a critical role to play as'we
contemplate these problems.

My remarks on this subject will be general and range
widely. \ I Will talk bout the. rote of education in
possible solutions tdPthe populatfon problem, the
most critical problem of the latter part of this
century and certainly the next. I yin try to make
empirical references to problems in Africa because
it $s an area of which I am familiar, having spent
a number of years there:

Population is a relative problem. In and of itself
it seems to me to be unimportant; it is only impor-
tant in relation to the environment. The critical
issue is how, we.telate population to the context of
environment in which it exists.

.

I would lilse to begin by saying that I do not:find
anything wrong with population and people. r
think peOple are fascinating creatures, though on
occasion historians and our ownobservations tell
us that they can be very cruel and destructive.
We also know that as a.species they could be
very loving and beauiful. If that is what pea- '

ple are, my logic tells me.that the more the better.
So the problem is not that there are to many
people; there cannot be if that is.what people
are. I think that frequently our analytical mind

0 assumes there, are- too many people and so the
solution to the problem 4s to retain the number o$
people. We do'not haveenough,concern for the beauty



. .. .

of people; If we were really erned s humanists'
,

we would try to find ways to make liplibre, plea-
surable and enjoyable for everi.mote peilict!le4babaUse

in this sense the more -Uwe re the bettePo we are.
*

-,.
,

An article appeared in the Nein/:York Times on an
rla.lySis which Aad been doneMcia of ,our mid-western-
states on foOd thr wn away'as garbage, and surely there

e waa enough thrown away to solve the famine troblem in
. Africa. We have always had more than enough food4
' Population problems were really not ourproblems.
We either became involved in them vicariously, or we
were concerned that if the world's population increased
and there was.no increase,in resourcas it was conceiv-. '

:able that there might not-be enough to go around; we
would have to do with less-sand therefore it betaMe a

problem. s'

The last couple of years have revealed to us in a
rather frightening manner that we are susceptible to'.

'
the kind of social, political; economic and environ- .

mental problents which nava beset other people. Polit-
ically we hayealways assumed that revolutiOns, mili-
tary coups and resignations 9f.presidents were things
which happened in Latin Amerlpa or Asia or,the less
stable European dbuntrWa. We noW have had the cold
realization that we are liable to ihese'Same thing]

We have also discovered that we share the"environmen-
tal problems of other colintrfgs--for example; we do
not have enough fossil fue to sustain ourselves.
There is no reason why tho e people who have that fuel,
should make it available t us at the price we want
to pay for it. We-nO longer control thy sources of -1
supply wilich provide the gobd life--someqne else does,

We can realizp ft:r the first time what its is7olike 0
live in an African or an Asian country where thel-e-
not enough'food and to know that the control over% the

supply of ,it belongs to someone else. One has to..

depend on that other person'g'iArillingnes8 to make it
available, and tOtake it Rt;iwhatever price4t will 4'\
be'-given. This is the kind of existence which has 7 L 1

chtracterized much of the developing World, paYticularir .
southeast Asia and parts of Africa, 'for generations. .

y

I think our realization that We are not in control of
our destiny, but that other pepple are in control of . .,

the good things which constitute tour good life, will
make Us.more empathetic toWard the kinds of problems

.that exist for other people.,

In considering overpopulation .tend to,think of an
overcrowded situation in which o many people live
off an area of land: A trti,ea.det of over
population, however, is tWe relationship between the
number of people and the kind drqed area they have
to live off of. A country like, nzania is statis-
tidally not highly populated;40 examination of the

12
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e statistical yearbook Would reveal that the'nupbet
of people per square mile is quite lqw. But the imr.
portant fpt about Tanzania is that it is not a con-
sistent, contingent kind of land Map. It should be
viewed more as a group of islands in.a sea of essen-
tiallY desolate land which is /lie worth very much.
Looked at in this way it 4s inoWed heavily populated.
The pressure on the laid causes social and political
probleMs, and there are enormous communication-pro-
blems. .P;obably it is more difficult to create a
sense of Unity, 4-sense of the commonweal, in a.country
like.eTanzania which is one land mass, than it is in

'Micronesia, because the problems of communicafing'
between modulei of pdople are sometimes easier to solVe
°over water than they are over land. So population,
planning enormously depends'on things we do not think
of too often, thit'gs that do not show up in statistics,
and ono example-is the terrain of a country. Terrain
affe40 economic development of a. group' of people, and
yet is often overlooked.

* .

. .
,

Thb' ottnecentrlo way in which we _Americans view the
wparadIC population problems often mates.up,appear,
V,eopito the fact that we are erudite and have, enormous
statistics and research, to.; bo'somewhat arrogant and
to lack feeiingand-cpsipaaQion, AfrioarktrAIndtar)
internationals who. have J,ilved in, the 0.0. ;. 8odotimo,are amused when t4ley. hoar ue.passionately adNrocate
population controrpolicien for Africa and Apia where

. there are near-famine and. famine. conditions. Thdy .

are aware of their 9ouritriee' shortages of resources
I' and the difficulties of providing for so matey people.

They are also aware of the exlarmoue capacity of the
America people to consume resources in large quan-
titles, and this ridicules the argument that we ought
to provide technology to control other countries'
populations.

.

I.have been involved in African studie's, working
with AID and the United Nations, and one of these
pnojecte concerned the passibility of implementing'
population control programs in Kenya- and Afghanistan.
I became aware of something very crucial to our
efforts at population control, and that is that the

...point of view of a number of people in that part of the
world is that it is simply a plot on the part of the
"haves." to keep down the "have-nots", so that we, as,
those who have, can continue to-consey/e that dispropor-
tionate share of-the world's goods W.ch we now 'consume.
They would say it, is a' fear on our part, nth de-

,, veloped peqple, if indeed the African conti ent goes
,from- 300 million to 600 or 700 million, ,of he fact
that such,a large grouping-of people will.command power.

..i
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It this group, of people demands a redistribution
world's resources we would not be able to continue to,
consume as much as we do. Therefore, our motives for
investing in population control programs are construed
as selfish. Those of us who would be involved in
attempting to shape population policies in developing
countries have to concern ourselves with such percep-
tions of our motives.

The magnitude of the problem is suggested by the fact
that for every moment I have spoken eight people were
born and only tour people have died. The problem is
complicated by the close.interrelationship of the ele-
ments of tine, energy and resources in the environment.
For example, we know that there is a very close.rela-
tionship betty en nutrition and the ability to learn,
the capacit o learn and the rate of learning.- Young-

, sters who ar deprived of a well-balanced diet are more
apt to have learning.diffiCulties. At this present

. time we may be indebting an entire generation of chil-
dren-in developingcountries to learning problems.
These children, who represent the future leadership

,

of their country, will have both learning 'and health
'problems, brought about by thesfamine conditions whiefl

N characteried their youth. 410s a:vicious cycle: The
._tragedy is that we tend to perpetuate the planetary
system of octe and class. If we condebn a people,
generation after geneiatipd, 'to:a cubsibtence kiAd of
existence !Una to a subordinate stet*, wko are,peypet. 4

-. uating a sy,sem whereby' a very small! .minority, damn:- d
,-tiallywiitg,'European-American- dominate the rest of I

man:. ;That,oTsAndonsistent with the 'dealt: which
characterize the finer part of the spdbies.

-

Our ability to help break this cycle is not unrelated
to our perceptions of our own excess wealth. But un-
fortunately' we are all terribly-aware that these are
difficult times. We do not feel quite as affluent.as
we did, and our willingness to contribute'toward
resoution of the problems of our felloWman, either
here in New Brunswick or in Kenya, seem to be propor-
tionate to.our perceptions of our own well-being.
People talk about recession, and some more desperate

, talk about depression. Ironically, as the problem
is et its most crucial need in the developing world,
our perceived relative ability to contribute.solu- ,

.
tions to it diminishes.

_A 1.

wo11141-17tto conclUde by speaking very generally
about th9 r ationship of these problemp to educa-
tion particularly-public education. It has been
stated that for whatever social problems we have,

. education lies at the heart of the solution- If there
is anything which characterizes Amenicensparticularly,

14
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it is that if there is a problem education can solveit.
We as educators are constantly being looked to, and it'
problems are not resolved then obviously we are doing

, something wrong, regardless of what.the problem is.
There is a mythical American faith in the power of the
educational system to solve our social ills.

Tam confronted nearly every day with people who expect
that their personal, social, political, sexual and
economic problems can be solved in some way within the

ileducational system. I think education is important.
It is a very vital and powerful institution, perhaps the
mast.vital and powerful we have in today's world. .It

has a very profound influence on the direction of
society. What has not been sufficiently appreciated
is the fact 'that education functions within an environ-
ment of other institutions. Our analytical mind tends
to isolate education,bdt complex problems obviously re-
quire complex solutions. Education can play an important
part in the resolutiOn of complex problems but it can
only be effective if its efforts are coordinated with
other institutions. For example, there is the problem ,
of racism -which is,not unrelated to the problem of popu
lation control. Most of us would agree that racism
permeates practically every axial endeavor in our
`nation; sometimes consciously, moi,e,frequently subcon-
sciously.',Weehave asked our elementary and secondary
school systems to,accebt responsibility for almost the
full weight of the task of desegregating and integrating
society. Schools can and tO some extent do provide
an interracial atmosphere. They can oven provide di
equality of opportunity in certain cases for all of our
children. But the schools cannot integrate society;
society has to integrate itself. All of the institu-
tions that operate in our society must make a commit-
ment to end racism while the problem can be effettively
coped with. Putting,the burden on schdols exclusively
is practically a guarantee that racism will continue,
and become even worse.

I am mentioning this because it is easier to under
stand the relationship between education and a complex
problem like racism than it is between education and
population. The problems of population are probably
even more complex than 'racism, if that is possible.
Our attempts to cope with them are more recent; wd,
have less literature and less experidnce: There needs ,

td be a great deal more of pioneering anti imaginative wo'rk
.done bdfore we can develop satisfactory methddologies
."for dealing with problems.of population growthdther
than in a narrow biological sense. * 0

There has been an important study made by the Commission
on Po Growth and the American Future. I would
like to quote brieflydrom it: "The need for more

15.
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education and knowledge and the ,need to eliminate
poverty and racism are important but they are not
enough. But the population problem and the growth
ethic with.which it is eminently connected reflect
deeper external conditions and.more fundamental,
political, economic, and philosophical values. Con-
sequeOtly, .to improve the quality of our existence
w410 slowing growth will require nothing less than
a asic recasting of American values:"

Further, the report states, "It is comfortable to
think that changes in values orAbe political system
are unnecessary, and that measures such as popula-
tion education, fertility control.information and
cervices will solve our population problems. They
Will not, and such solutions do not go to the heart
of man's relationship with nature, with himselfr'and
withhio society." According to 1,his view, "Nothing
lens than a different set of values towards nature,
towards the transcendence of a laissez-faire market

9 system, a redefinition of human identity in terms
of community, will suffice."

The report concl des that, "A new vision io nei)ded,
,one that recogn zeo man's unity with nature, that'
transcendo a o mple economic definition of manlo'
identity and t1at seeko to promote the relationship
of the highest potential of our individual humanity."

I fundamentally agree with.the Commission's conclu-
sion, that new values and a new vision will be re-
quired to cope with the population problem. Tech-r.
nology will l not solve it. Enormous ecological-
problems which confront modern man can be solved in
no other than an alteration of values and) per-
ceptions o one's relatiOn to the universe, to nature,
and to his fellowman. What is at issue is the funda-
mental relationship between man and his World. We
are learning that in a post-industrial world,.a world
where technological manipulation of the environment
shatters our very assumption, about what is natural
and what is unnatural, the conceptions about the;
relatiophip betweep, man and nature which were'haped

.,i tirphiTTSOphies'aiid religibni off' .an earlier epoch
are completely inappropriate, and in fact ,may be dys7

'functional. Therefore, I should like to ask, where
can the new values and new visions be forged?

think there is enough vitality in the American
educational system for us to expect that a major
part of the responsibility for shaping this new
kind of consciousness be assumed by the schools,
in cooperation and in coordination with other
appropriate institutions. In this case J think
that the media also have.a major role to play,

16
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especially television, which must.figure in the def-
inition'of the relationship between children and the
world.

I would like to conclude by saying that in my estima-
tion, the question of what constitutes social respon-
sibility i.n a post-industrial world is the most
critical question of our time. Education -- elementary,
secondary, university--has an important part to play
in the continuing search,for answers to that very funda-
mental question.

Referenges

Commission on populatiOn Growth and the American Future.
Report and Research Papers. Washington, D.C.

,. United :states ,Government Printing Office, 1972-75.
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POPULATION AND FOOD

Roy Morse .

I thinkit particularly appropriate to pick,,up on some
of the remarks the Commissioner made about food,'nutri-
tion and education? not only for world needs but for our
own particular needs. It is a subject which has concerned'
many,for sometime. As the CommiSsioner pointed out very
well., learning is closely. identified with nutrition,

.,
ft

particularly at early ages. One of the things that in-
trigues me is that although nutrition and feeding. have
been made part of the school service system along with
janitorial service, schools have not considered very

6 seriouslythe part which nutrition plays in learning: It
is time to start considering this fact.

As my background indicates I world some time in Tunisia'
on nutrition, and one of the practices there was to
feed.surplus non -fat milk to the children. The job was
assigned to the janitors. There resulted a very serious'

to dilute the ilk with water'but no one told them what

outbreak of poisoning. 'The janitors were instructed

kind: of water to use, so they used water from a ditch,
the sewage system, and succeededin sickening quite a few
children:

Another ,example of a feeding problem_is here'in the U.S.- -
should we add sby protein to meat in our, school lunch
programs. Fifteen percent soy can be added to ground .meat
and cannot. be detected. The meat 1s not downgradedmutri-
tionally; it actually is slightly upgraded. But there
are sociological stigmas attached to the use of soybeans

4 as compared with the higher vcial status of ground up
cow. Many of the people connected with the school lunch,-
program have said very clearly that they will not add soy
to their meat, but 15% more children can be fed. Given /

this kind of dilemma, what should be done'?

This is really the essence of,why we ale meeting her
today. Some of thesevrojects have been dioproaches as
purely nutritional problems. Whenever this is t case
they have inevitably bearl ;ailures, the reason ing that
feedingcisonly one part ot a very complex cy e. We can
go into another country, recommend a diet or a food .co
position based on what we-eat in Omaha, an it will have
very little to do with the local customs d traditions -

of the people.that we are trying to fee ,

children. Very often they will-rejec the food entirely
and go o in the way in which-they a been accustomed,.
India s id a year or two ago that would not accept ,,,, .

any mo e food from, the U.S, It is now undergoing famine
in m y parts of the country.

1.8
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The first issue is: can we feed the world now with the
amount of food we are growing? one answer is yes.
Are we doing it? No. We know that thousands'are dying
daily. Then. what is the problem? It is simply that
of distribution. At this time 'one -third of, the world,
which fortunately inbludes ust, gets twqr-thirds of the
world's food. It,is' moving J4 the direction'that, with
each passing day, we, the - one-third, are getting more
and more,. while the two-third0 are getting less and
le'ss. How long with our present food supply are we
going to be able to!feed the. World?

Population i not changing at the same rate in, 11
parts of the world, but if we consider an overall fit- .

ure; it roughly is taking 32 years for the population
of the world to double. It-is very difficUlt to esti-
mate population because, as the Commissioner has'said,
120 babies are being born per minute, so whenever
any .figure is put out it is outmoded. Furthermore, .

the numbers in many parts of the world are not very
reliable. In any case,.....1f we 16bk at the number of
about 3 billion ore the earth' today, and take a doub-
ling rate, of 32 years by the end of the century,.we
will have a figure of & to .7 billion. Now there is
something very difficUlt to correlate with 'it- -'tan we
feed 6-7 billion people. Even the most pessimistic
agree that we could feed 7 billion with the resources
available to us lmthe earth now. However, let Us
consider the next doubling rate.. Incidentally, the
doubling rate,. is always shortening. Probably the
next doubling rate figure will be closer to.25 years,
and so by the year 2025 there might possibly be about
14 billion people. The optimists feel that if we
use every bit of food availableon the earth the
ultimate number of people we can g.d'd is 30 billion.

I,,et us now begin to look at some. of the complex inter-
relationships we have tdlked about. At least one-third
of the food grown in the world never reaches humans;

j and there are estimates as high as 40 or 50%. Distri-
bution is one of the biggest problema; there are
simply no roads in many parts of the world: Other
problems are the sociological and religious taboos.
Fob example, the monkeys in India eat close to. 10% of
the food sUpply. We know of the taboo regarding cows
but the monkeya-are alsd5'sig405.cant. We tell
these people that first they must decrease their birth,
rate and second they Must.get rid of.their monkeys.
That is a hard thing to do- -they fiave been living'
this way for centuries. They feel that if they were
to stop their religious practices they might offend......

the gods and

We have 'all heard about the new strains and varieties of
rice being used in the Philippines. There were indeed
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very significant increases by use of these new strains of

rice, but someone was astute enough to observe that there

were rats in the rice field and wondered how much of this

potential yield was being lost to the rats. A ratheil loin/

electrified fence was ereoted. It would not keep out.

people or anTother large magtials*hich also'cvl
account for fctod\lgsStt, but it did kill many4rNs that

:ta*d'..tg enter the tes:t.'1-4.ce plot. In the total t st

time in .phi.s. area 25,00Cf.ats were killed,, and-no ollllllppppppe had

really...seen pile beforb. ..

We 'are now beginning to utilize new kinds of fertilizer

and new strains of grain, but will this "green revo1ution"

indeed' produce increased food supplies at the sate rate

in which the population is growing. The answer is that

even the green revolution is not going to solve the prob-

lem by itself, and in some areas it has actually done

harm. For example, we have introduced high-yielding

strains of wheat into certain sections of India where

beans are normally grown. Beans have between 20-25% pro

tein. he beans were removed and the.wheat planted.

Wheat ha bout 9% protein, and it is inferior. The

quality of p tein it as important as the quantity in a

daily diet. Bear protein actually is-aA exce lent pro-

tein, and there ar tany-People in the world, w o survive

on it. 4 _

.

Another aspect of the new varieties which has not been

studied very thorough* and sho ld be, is that one of the

techniques by which we receive' .n eased yields is to

plant the crop closely together and rtilize about

triple the normal rate. Inherent in t green revalu- r

tion,then is,a very much greater use of f tilizer. ,

Just last year there was a world fertilizer ortage, ?

and this mfersb
huack.to the.Petroleum problem bec sex'.1**

one of the significant sources .of nitrogen for ferttlizer

uses is ammonia, which is produced from.natural dat.

There have/been suggestions that we should consider thst,

nitrogen that is available from manure. It is calcu- -

lated that of the nitrogenous' need around the World

there is enough manure produceCto actually meet the

need now without any problem.
.

Another aspect dfthe prOblem of feeding people is the

utilization of the land ip the best possible manner. .

One way is to consider the land as a potential source

of nutrients. A small country like Tunisia which has

only 4 million. peop10 can calculatig the,amount of ,.

nutrients it needs. bk 4i.mply multiplying its 4 million

bythe amount of protein needed peryear, the amount

of vitamin A, etc.;. -and then calculate howlmuch arable

land it has. But 50% of thearal5le land in Tunisia

is planted with grapevines. trapevinet have a useful

function,iparticularly when-Tunisia ^under Frenc

2 0
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rule, for the Erench(blehddd the_wine produced in this
country witH several/kinds of their own. At this"time,
hbfrever, the product currently contributes very little
to the people of Tunisia.

Another ample of:a country in which old methods of
farming bay roved difficult to change is Turkey. Up
until a few ye ago 909i:of the peqple in Turkey were
oCcupied in agric e. Wheat in Turkey was still
harvested and pro essed basically as it was at the
time of Christ. e can suggest to these people that
if they wish to rn agriculture they should
have a harVester h sters'in Turkey,
and to obtain th crop has to be,
grown that some ccomplish this,
someof the lan

actice m
There are

money to buy t
d *antS to buy. T
has now,been taken ou

pesticides must alsDbe cbns
t Of Ceylm has been.Uniphabit
en DDT became available after NW I

government sprayed 'The heartland of Ceylon and the
population went frola 8 million to U. million; They
have now fbllowed o 'lead and have virtually banned

The question D
The central p
to malaria.,

of food use.

ered.
due
he

.4-

DDT; Ceylon hss mal
pesticides and the s
now-know?

ia again. Can we have both.no
e kind of,food production we

There are a-f expel-iments that jaave worked to.solve +4

. insect probler4g 4.talbut the use of pesticides, An exam-vie of this:U-1M cOntrol of the blow fly,. which '

lays its eggs in cattle-. The eggs. enter+the stomach
of the,cow andalaich, the larvae then boi-ing its way
out through the cow's skin. The hides are rendered
aleost useless, and an economic 1Daeresults: The
blow fly is an interesting sexual creature because'.
it has sexual contact only once in,its life. Ento-
mologists took.adVantage oftthis by Sterilizi
thousands of male blow flieebY irradiation. his is
only one method of eliminating insects without pes-
ticidestbut not all insects breed. this
insects have developpd a resistance to the insecti-

\''cides we preeently havel and So new methOds-of erad-
icaUon must be found. r

We have spent mudh time in breeding net+ varieties
of plants; pi.imarily for their Ideld': Another
portant characteristic they-have been bred-fords
insect fungus and disease resistance.. Some inter-
Pesting results havecome about.,'We have bred an eXr-
tremely disease resistant variety of potatb, but tbe
potato was found to contain neariya% of the substance
called.solanin; a rather toxic alkalOid.

- ° o
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Another example o an'unexpected result happened in

Africa with a ver important food there -- millet or

sorghum. The maj r liroblem in Afriba with this grain

are the birds. It was Observed, however, that birds -

did not eat the millet which was darker than the rest.

Darker millet was developed, but dark millet has
tannins in it, and when tannin reacts' with protein the

protein becomes far less digestible. There are dozens

of such disease resistant strains which are either

toxic to the microorganist or toxic to us. So it is

important that we not breed for new varieties un ess

we know what the.overall effects. will be.

The area of genetic engineering offers on of the beet

hopes for the future. It is quite clear that we will

know in areasonably short time the details-of the

genetic -code. We mi#t have to experiment with some

thing relatively simple at first, for example, yeast.

But eventually we'will be able to regulate the
genetic code whereby we could breed a,cow-with 96%
tiatterfat.. Genetic engineering :offers on the one

hand a gorgeous challenge and on the other a terrible

responsibility. Who- is going to be in charge of

making people to,what dimensions?
-

The,Wor/dI'ood Conference, which took place in 'November

'74, was somewhat of a disappointment. Our delega-

tion consisted of three, senators-Humphrey, McGovern
and Clark- -and ;the Sepletary'of7-Agriculture. All

three of the senators are keehly interested in feed-

ing the world; they would be classified by some'as

liberal democrcats; Yet, they-were trying to defend

the positioh of the current administration. I do .

not want to move into politics, but, of .our four

representatives, three were against one and ;thesk.

disagreed. We did not provide. a very united front.

Our first effort was to try to induce the oil pro-
ducing states to spend some of their money. These

states saw this as a political ploy and maintained.'

that they would do thingscon their own terms. They

do not have any food and they do.have.mpney, but
that may not be the same thing.

In some parts df he w d there-have been two or

more year'of drOught.lia serious food problem is

anticipated. The no IficatiOn that there is going to

be a food shortage'hae tremendoUs economic significance.

The people on the inside will be aware that a shortage

is coming and will be able,to take advantage.of It

financially.

2a
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An agreement was made at the 'Co erenCe that-arrearly-
warningtsystemtirill be established under the guidance
of the World' Food Council. It will'not beunder,the
U.N. or the E.A.O. but will operate seikrately, being M
kept small because of the fear that it wduld become .1
bureaucratic and unmanageable.

R ,°,I will summarize by saying that'there is_ enough f
in the world today to datisfyple.worId, but it
very badly distributed.,.. If ol.Thpopulation con nues
to grow' at the same rate,'in 'about one and One-11*f'
generations. we will be unable to feed the world. We
will haye,mass starvation.D

Ques. Regarding the World Food Bank, what aboutthe
suggestion by some people that it would actuallTbe
more humane to let some people starve now:several
-millionogeople, than to have several hundred mAllion'
people starve later, :because if there is a distribution
problem and the population problem is not solved the
ultimdte result is simply postponed.. What are your
feelings on this?

)

Ans. :There has been a very good book 'written about
that idea ogled Famine: 1975. The author compared
the food shortage situation to the idea of military
medical practice. Of the wounded war, some are hurt so
,badly they will die, some are not hurt very badly so
.they are of AO concerp,..The group in the middle who
can be saved with 'medical attention is of concern.
This idea is called iage. The analogy is made of
India being picked as the country we are to abandon.
I cannot/make that kind of decision. Imagine the
terrible power we,Aave in our hands.

Ques. 'Are not he leaders of that country morally
responsible bef re we are?

. The prbb em isPthat this is between us and our
. own conscience.. How' much right do I have to eat very
'well when I k w people are starving. One attitude is
to at whatev:r I want to eat' and say that I cannot do,
anythingd .t. the starving. Another attitude is that
11 will. le 4:well.

._

./
\

food/Ques Can t e oceans solve the world food problem?

MILT Regar 'ng the world's oceans, we know very little
about them. The'world's surface is two-thirds water
but -it is nut a place.Where things can be grown. Thereis no food in Most of the oceans; food is found only in

-------

the area around.the continents.- To reap.a sizable amount'

b o
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food from the .oceans will take at least tO to 30
ars. We cannot do it in time to help those people

nowstarving,.-

Ques.WhatAbout seaweed?

Ans. Seaweed is °an intOresting.material, but it real4y.

is not a very adequate food by itself. The attempts.
which have been made to use these.algal-like materials
'to feed the world are not very successfult Saaweed has not

,"-been well received.. In Japan and 'NOrWdy it is part Of
-the' culture; but most of the world will not accebeit.

Ques. What impedes distribution most?

Ans. The lack 'of roads or lack,.Of vehichles. Many of- .

- # '71:57ge countrieS have.no'automobile Manufacturers. Each
mvehiple is imported.

' Wes, *Isn't it true tha;t in certain religious beliets
Indla it is_considered immoral not:to have children?

,1 Ans. Yes. Also, 'in addition. to thereligiout beliefs
there are tocial seciurity problems; For example, consider
the 9ulture of Ceylo4 which is\Matriarchal: the death,rate
af children ib 50% b,,y age five. By abdirMhe age of:.

. 32 a woman-is,quite'worn fr9m her strenuputlife., ,To

atzure that she will hpye'Someone to take carp,of ber ,

she had better have several Children, preferably girls.
SinCe'onealt4of every two children born is,going tb. be

.- dead at age" five, ifa. woman has.two children only one
'will survivf. So she has four childreik no one can;tell
these women not ta have any children.

Ques. What part of the world's arable land is bei used?

22

Ans. About 60%." In. Europe the figure is close-to' 90%.

.
_In,this country it is probably;clqser to 60%. Aralle-is
a relative word Considering the mountainsides in sme
-parts of the worlds which are being used, and whic we do
not think-of usiOg here yet.'

Odes. What'do u t that. we. can construct ely'do I

in the 11!..S. now.
I, .

Ans. Ore thing some people do is.cut back on t e amount.
obeef ey eat so there. will be a larger amo t of grain
available for export. Another thing would be 'o work on

educ 'on through the Peace Corps, etc. It is very impor-
t hat people want.what we are giving. them,:otherwise
they will not accept the change. There is a group called
,the by which people in foreign countries ask for
help and pay for it. SuCh a project 'Whidh.I0,worked on

24
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in Turkey did.succeed7. I worked on a dehydrated baby
food.which could solve many distribution problems. It
wao.based on the food the people there were eating,
which was rice cooked with water. The nutrition
value of the rice is about zero, but this.food.was
nutritionally sound. -

°

Ques. What is an adequate supply of protein?

.Ans. The recOmMended daily allowance-fOf protein--
)nyaelf is 70 gams. About three-fourths of the

world lives oh. a lot less than thist. Is '70 grams
really,whatva need; maybe 6EVould be adequate.

Ques. Is a vegetarian diet adequate?

Ans. A vegetarian. dietTives adequate protein. It is
CrOicient in vitamin Bte but, that is' all "Brown zhice
alone is not adequate bout when mixed with other food$
the diet can be sufficient.

P1
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POPULATION AND ENERGY
.

tindai,\Kirschner

. .

w1 oul like -to begin.by stating how our offillewiews

.1,41.4t is ow happening in energy. The whole concept of
energy is. one that; haS been ignored; except fora- very

small segment of'scientists and economistswho for :,,

s ha/e been concerned with the fact,thalt we are run,

ing out of.nergy: Tlie question' of energy, was °ignored

until a few years ago when we were stopped shOpt by the
0 .

Arab oil embargb. While we sufferechhardship, the, . .

awakening was, late in coming; We should not have waited

for something' like thatto'happenlefgre loOking at,:our ..

energy. supply and-demand.
,i0(

.

,

°I will try not to be technical in *.-ealli; I think the ).

concepts are more important fbn-U8 to underataild... The

consumption 'of energy resources of 1970 amounted'to , "
about 69. quadrillion BTUs. This is far in excess of
the,energy consumed by all the industrial countries-in
Eurbpd put t6gether. In Western Europe the population ,

is 75% above that of the U.S., but this country. is the

leader in e ergy Consumption.
I

.

If energy c nputption and growth'ire-to be measured in
/ /an economic. sense .ueUally ov r a period of years, the *-,

i
gross nati al liprOcluct,and et lrgy'Consumption :of-this

Country r pellaTiel to yeah . they. , Historically this

was consid ed 4..verY heal *thing.. The govrnment,:
gave many, -CentiVes to oil ',cpmpanies and corporations
to foster hat'lcind of growth subsiaizitgepergy costs
with taxpayer monies.- 'eTtlie ftaxPayer payed a very

... low,price/ n aMenthly bas «s./ gasoline or his
'nOtural g is, or Whatever thejfivmi of energy he used, he

payed a t emendous amount f r energy unknowingly 'out
of his t money each Apri10, ' ''

... i J.
0.

NOw we a e realizing'tnat there is just not enough ,
energy' go around. There has been much speculation

.
as to w at Our natural resources are and how Many years
we haveileft\td use them. But that is really not the
issue; Ile i ue is that we are usisng),.our fossil 'fuels

'!Which are fi ite .resources at a greater rate than can
be supplied. Consider the state of New,

Jersey: we are 68.8% reliant on, petroleum atd petroleum
Product's. We live-in .the ortheastVcorridor of the .

U.S. which is reliant on impOrted crude oil. Our tupply
of natural gas is serviced by pipelines from.Texas and

Louisiana. ,The Transcontinental;Pipeline Company which

2 6
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serves t southern portion of this -tate does riot
have qnbugh gas. Plants are closi = and people are
opt of Jobe. What is wrong with o marketing system
fbr energy, our resource developmen system, and 'our
pattern of energy uses? What are o greatest sources
of supply; both in the short-term d long-term? ,We _

must know the. answers to these que tions and plan
around them.

We spend a great deal of time transporting energy to
an energy plant:. How much energy is wasted in the
process of shipping.a tankerfull of oil or transmitting

demand we have for our energy, and ways in which we
electricity long distances? Concepts of reducing th

an
the,

Waste our energy, are really things. which need to be
considered.

_Ane of the pr:oblems we are finding noW'as- 'mak '''''''''

in a state agency is the great drfficulty'in deter-
mining what exattly needs to be done, and the methcids
by which the whole energy supply and demand situation
can be turned around without causing a great deal of
undue hardship. For example, the transportation sec-
tor uses more energy than any other sector of our
economy; more than the industrial, university or resi-
dential communities. How many cars are .there on the
road, how many-people are there in the, state, how many
people drive back and forth to work in their own
oar, the most energy intensive unit there can
possibly be. But what can be done about it? Auto-
mobiles-are a way of life in this country. What about
mass transportation through trains and buses? Where
do we we Obtain the'money to provide mass transit facil-
ities?

One of the things we are trying to do in our office is
provide accurate information. People do not know what
to believe and frankly I do not blame them. ,Washington
says one thing; environmentalists say another. 'Energy
can be viewed in the-sense of considering what we have4
what we need, and what we can afford. At the present time

oenergy prices_exerising and will continue to rise.
__- They have been artificially low for a long time. How

do'we lell people on fixed incomes, elderly individuals,
onpeople on welfare, that their heating oil needs will
out-price their resources. Can the government, PriVate
.enterprise or individuals in any way allow this to happen?
There must be a balancing among all sectors of the
econoTy, among all the needs of the people collectively;
whether they be as a,corpOrate entity or as single in-
dividuals. The balancing may be based on a profit and
loss statement or on supply and demand considerations,
Or on the availability of enough food for one's\*.table
and enough warmth in one's.house to live. The dilemma
of energy is to lelande everyone's needs. There\is no
one problem at this time in which energy does not\

27.
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intertwine as a ma-jor consideration.

Our office is interested in informing the public. We
are telling the public that We are using too much
energy too fast, and it is very difficult for us to
ask people to control their energy consumption volun-
tarily. Life styles seem to have (a sense of momentum
about them. 'Habits or patterns of living are very
difficult to change. Forexample,' each of us is used to
driving our own car to work. It is difficult to decide.
to walk to the bus stop, stand on the bus if there are
no seats, and begin our day that way every day:.

It is necessary to have a basin-understanding of the prob-.

lems that exist. was amazed at what people believe
energy to be. People clo not realize that when they
plug something into the electrical outlet in the wall
they are using a fossil fuel, thatithe generated elec
tricity which comes out,of that scftet has something to
do with crude oil. People do not understand-that if
a 200-watt bulb is changed:to a 100-watt bulb there is .
a savings of a tremendous amount of energy, which means
oil and money. .,MoSt-peopfe do not understand the dif-
ference which six inches of insulation between their
walls and ceilingS will make on their bills. These are
very simple things which.if understood and done can
make a significant difference.

Michigan hasan interesting home insulation program
which wds sponsored by their Public SerVice Commission
prior to last February. Michigan utility companies .

put home insulation in 30,000 dwellings. The homeowners
paid off over a period of time this investment which
the utility company was making in their houses. The
homeowners would have an.incrbased billing until the
investment iwas paid off, and then there would be a drop
in their cdsts dueto decreased energy usage. It
worked very successfully until the Arab oil embargo
took pla e and the price of energy went up. The costs
to the p :ople who participated in the program are just
as high f not higher than they were before", but atill
lower th- what they would ave been had the insulation
not been installed. How do we tell people that energy
conserve ion is still the r ght thing to do, when even
though t ey are using less energy they will be paying
more for it?'

In New J rsey there is a h avy demand for petroleum,
petrole 1, products, alural gas, and electricity.
Electric demand is probably going to outstrip the
demand f r both oil and gas in the future, but at this
time our concentrated problems are in oil and gas. -

'In regard to natural gas, there isthe issue of de-
regulation.Which is being d4bated. Currently, a regu-
lated pr ce has been fixed to gas as-it comes out of the

ico
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Wellhead and is sold on the interstate market. .011
companies, Who are in most cases the gas producers,
feel there is not enough incentive ip the interstate
price we have now. They propose that if we lift the
restrictions on the price of the as (de-regulete the
prices) there will be more of an incentive to rook
for more natural gas. .

.
.

/ . .

The argument is that there might be higher prices for
natural gas but will there be any more natUral.gai?

..)

We are not really sure. Government and 'business are
still looking to our finite, resources, which Are the
fossil fuels. There is not enough concentration on
conservation and technolOgies to replace the use of
those. resources in short supply.

I have gone from the concepts of the fuels themselves
to gokrernment policies to life styles. (would like
to hear. from you regarding any questions you might
have.

.,-
Ques. Regarding the population sector and the oil
problem, what you are asking for is some kind of
economic and political change. Can what you suggest
in the way of change be done within the capitalist
framework?

Ans. There dre those who believe that energy has
been a product sold in the, free market system. That
concept is questionable in itself. If .X is what the
demand is,' then X is what'we should produce in the
free enterprise system to allow supply to meet demand..
That is fine and I do not think anyone would disagree
with the concept, 'but what will be dope when the
demands outstrip the supply, and'Wh4t-kind of control
and policy should be formulated to make sure that
that does not happen. There are many things that
are being done in an attempt to coordinate energy
policy. Right now there is a tremendous problem ih
Washington where this policy is still formtlating.,
There is a great.need for federal energy planning.

Ques. Are you aware of any studies being done, either
academic or in-house, on critical attitudes and value
systems? Enormous sums of money are- spent determining
those societal values which account for a person's
desire to buy something Perhaps there are values
'involved with energy consumption. Are you aware of
-anything being done? . 6

.Ans. Yes, thereare many things being done. I re9-
ommend that you consult,Ae Ford Foundation Policy
Report. In terms orcOnservative and:liberal think-
ing, thelPp.rd.Foundetion Policy Report is far left
of the concepts coding out of, Xor example, the Depart-
ment of Interiovat this time. The Ford-Foundation
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thinking went into
which was produced
states that there
our demand fey it,

Regarding any ma
has the problem
other states.

oWn Bnergy Task Force Report
n June '74,. Basically, the report
s not enough energy, we must curb
and suggests Ways-in-which to do so.

or ispue, it is clear that New Jersey
orp intensely ar{ot sooner than many

here is, for example, off-shore drill-
ing of the Jersey coast. The Department of Interior
wants to lease 20 milhiqn acres of land to be explored
for natural g a and oil. The supply projections from
OCS range fro the hope of there being a tremendous
amount of of to there being nothing at all. There is 4

good reason o take a strong stand against the leasing.
.Rogers C.B. ort' n, present Secretary of the Department:
of Interior, wan, td do "all.of this by January of
next year. He has circulated an environmental impact
statement hich contains only thirty pageb out of two
volumes o' land use effects and economic impact. We .
still have no)eVideh.Ce that the federal government is
interested in.. anything but further .feeding of our
voracio4t energy; appetites.

'

What rights does, the state hale in an area forty to
fifty Miles out &n thezcean? There is a case at this
time, Maine vs. U.S., which ietchallenging fed ral con-
trol. We do know that we definitely have con of over
the last three miles along our coastline affe ting
tankers, pipelines; etc. But the court case hould-at
;east be resolved before tracts of off-shore areas of
New Jerseyare leased for production.

Quese For general infgrmation on people's attitudes
concerning energy, Philip Handler of the National y

Academy of Science made .a broad statetpnt a few weeks

.ago. The AcadeRy will thupply you witE a copy of his
paper. From thd political sphere, Flilbright's address
fret 'Clayton, Missouri a few_weeks.ago has some of the

broad concepts of attitudinal changes, philosophies,
'eto. Another primary source to obtain the data you-
ale seeking is Friends of Barth.

Ques. .What kind of investigation is your office, mak-
ing into alternative sources.for energy?

0

;Ans. There are technologies that.are being developed
pow. Regarding-solar and wind energy, there are a.
number of prejects being done-hot ih New Jersey but
elsewhere,.thrOugh federal funds. This work is being
done primarily in the West and theigreat Lakes area. ,

I am very Much in favOr of the concept of solar
energy; 'however, if people cannot understand the need
foi- si _inches of 'insulation now, can we havepeeple
to un rstand the need for a solar cell on the roofs
of thkir houses?
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Ques, What.is the Energy Deparlthent.doing to
a national transportation syste ?

Ans. One of the things our o fice does is, end a
great deal of time working w'th Other depart ments be-
cause thele is no one area that it not aff, cted by
energy. We are working with the Departme t of Trans-
portatibnin promoting irt Shtives to car pooling. Our
massibtransit system is s ely lacking. It is easy
enoughtd travel from N York. to Phi delphia,.but
difficult to travel fro the.so4her end to the north-
erh'part of this state!, Mass trana.rtation facilities __

are in need of. a great deal of mon:

In our Energy Task Force Report 6f June '74, whtth I
have already mentioned, we arr ved at a series of con-
servation recommendations. 0 of theSe measures is
a special registation fee f cadillac owners which
`would requirethem to pay $ 00 to register their cars.
Such practices will come aaut eventually, but the dif-.
ficulty is trying to inst ute these measures in a shorter
period of time.

We must consider energy as it relaps to land uses,
the environment, and jobs.' We must have sufficient
planning whereby power plants will not be indiscrimi-
nate/y built, and at the dame time increased energy
needs will be anticipated and provided for. This kind
of/planning ha8 not been done by state governments.
IS there a department of natural resources on a state
4r federal lever, or it there any one centralized place

4
that deals. with citing power plants, managing energy'
growth, collecting data on what kinds of fuel we have?
We have no information available; it has been kept as"
an'in-house secret by oil companies and energy pro-
ducers. We muse ask the,oil companies how much energy
we used last week, and we have to believe whatever they
tell us because we do not know differently."

Another effort at energy management is a fuel economy
-label program which is EPA and FEA sponsored. Under
thi8 program.a label will be put on a car after 'it is
Imanufactured and befdreitt teaches the retailer. The
label will tell the buyer whht the fuel economy of the
car is and what it will take: to operateit. We would
like to make such labeling mandatory in Pew Jersey.

, People should know how much it costs to o te certain
items: cars,'appliances, etc.

I am aware that many of the poliCies.1 advocate are
shortterm, but they, are necessary Dix* us to have while
moving in a long -term direction.. Decisions have to be
made, whether right or wrong. A decision that turn's out
to be wrong later can be amended; the important thing
is to make some decisions as"sopn as Possible.

31
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POPULATION AND AIR AND WATER RESOURCES

Vincent Marchesani

I would like to discuss the subject of population as
it pertains to air and water resources. Since I am em-
ployed by the New Jersey Bureau of Air PollUiion
Control, the main thrust of my presentation will be in°
the area of air pollution; however, "I will also briefly
discuss water resources. 3

. .

I will start by offering a definitioA of air pollution.
Legally, air.pollution may be defined as the presence '

in the outdoor atmosphere of a gas or gases that witl
cause an effect on persons, animals, Vegetation and/or,

\ar

material things. A general lay definition usually
refers to smoke present in the air whi h we breathe.
A more scientific definition is the pre rice in the out-
door atmosphere of a gas or gases which e not common
to the "normal concentration of air constitUent gases."
That normal concentration is approximately 7p 8O%
nitrogen, 19-20% oxygen, 0.03% carbon dioxide ,and inert
gases such as argon, neon; krypton, etc. Insfead of-
using any one of these three definitions, hoko(ever, I

would sooner describe air pollution as what it is not,
rather than what it is.

\

For example, an operating roOmat a hospital or
"clean room", such as a food packaging area one, would
be Considered areas basically free from air pollution;
They would be free from air po4aution simply because
the air would be filtered. dless to say, it would .

not be the pure form of nitrogen, oxygen, carbon dioxide;
and inert gases. There would' be some air pollution i
very minor concentrations. Therefore,, air pollution i
a matter of degree. With Present technology it is
difficult and. very expensive to live in an atmosphere ,

of pure clean air:. TherefOre, we speak of air pollution'.
as a matter of degree of pollutants in the atmOspherei
that humans, animals, vegetation, and material things
could adsorb and absorb with no:visible or subtle effect
on life, vegetation or property.

..

I would like now to explain the position of the Bureatl.
of Air Pollution Control in the New Jersey Department75
of Environmental Protection. Within the Department of
Environmental Protection there are five divisions--
,Maritle 'Services;Water Resources; Parks and Forestryv
Fish, Game and.Shellfisheries; and EnVironmental
Quality. Within the .Divisiontf Environmental Quality
are the Bureaus of Solid Waste'Ilanagement, Radiation
Protection, Noise control,'Pestioide Control andAir
Pollution Control. The,Bureau. of Air PollutionjControl
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has'primarily an enfordement function, seeking to enforce
the fifteen air pollution control chaptert of the New
Jersey Air. Pollution Code.

One of the major sections of the Wreau is Evaluatfon
and Planning. It is within thip group that Environ-
mental Impact Stated:lents are analyzed, the NeW Jertey
Air -Quality Index is issued,"anot the data from our large
Air Monitoring Network is analyzed. The New.Jersey Air
Quality Index may be an area that you, as teachers, might
.find interesting. The Index booklets (mentioned in the
references) which are availab pon request, will ex- .

plain the detailed methodol yused. in determining whether
or not New Jersey's air for a given location i_n the state 1
is found to be good, satisfactory, unsatisfactory, or'
unhealthy. The Index is based on four air pollutants,
namely, sulfur dioxide, suspended particulates, carbon
monoxide, and photochemical oxidants or ozone. Records,
are kept of the Index on a daily basis from all of the air
monitoring locations. Trend analysis and studies as to
whether or notthe air qUality of New Jersey is lmprov,.
ing may be detertined by reviewing the data..

,

Another major area within the Bureau of Air Pollution
,Control is Local Program Development. It is in this
area that the Bureau assists local programs .in estab-

, lishing and maintaining air pollution (enforCement agen-
cies in various locations of,,the state: ,Help is avail-
able in the form of odel Ordi ances or technical in-
formation to anyone o requ is it.. ..

Another area cowed by. the Bureau is that of air mon-
itoring. There are 22 air monitoring stations located
throughout the state of New Jersey. Due to the fact
that approximately 70% of New Jersey's pcpUlation of
7,200,000 is located north of Trenton, the majority of
theair monitoring stations,are,located in that area.
Hourly data from all locations are available 'at the
Bureau. An interesting fact, is that Nely Jersey has the
heavies motor vehicle density of. any state in the coun-
try, with more than 450 vehicles per square mile, and.
approximately 4,000,000 registered vehicles throughout
the state. Seventy percent of all such vehircles are
also located 'north of Trenton.

I would now like to describe the cyclic effect of air,
water, and solid waste pollution. One cannot really dis-
dust air pollution without including water pollution'and
solid waste pollution. There are three, major waya of
ridding air pollutiOn: (1) Process change. This it the
most desirable,meant,for disposing of air pollution.
Unfortunately, it i the most expensive , since the
manufacturing. process must be changed. (2) Filtration..
Filtering of air is'common practice today,in which a
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filter is used to pass the ai&-through, and collect the
various gases and particulates on,ope side of the '

filter. Most gases will penetrate*the filter; however,
the particulates will -not. This is a good way of cleans-
ing particulates from the atmosphere. However, upon, in-
creased use,a pressure. drop will occur in the-smstem
due -to the impaction of the dust and dirt. on the'74'11 er. .

The filters are replaced andbecome solid, waste poll tion.
(3) Scrubbing. This is an.acoeptable meansio,f ridding
air pollution from the atmosphere. Air,passing tntough.
water will bubble and break the surfaCe of the water and
may be Oollected as pure air. This is similar to what
occur4 in fish tanks, where not only the dust and di t
but the gases as-well are trapped by the water. Unf r-
tunately, water pollution is created with this method.
The water is then filtered to cleanse it. Once again
there -is clean water but there is also a wet.dirty fi ter
which may be considered solid'waste'pollutiOn.

The problem now is how to dispose of'the-wet filter and
the dry filter from the twpsaetheds.of,cleansirig the i
air. The normal procedure: is to burn them but that
will again create air pollution. An alternative means
would be to bury the filters in a landfill. Sanitary
landfills are used effiCiently throughout the state in
solving-the problems of solid waste pollution. Unfor7
tunately, people do not choose to live near a sanitary
landfill.'

-

There are several aspects of ai pollution "which should /
be Considered: Emission, ,Eamh e,-Effect, Enforcement /

andEnvii4onmeht: 1 .
.

t i._
Emissions are generally anything that_is put into the .

atmosphere via smoke stack, tailpipe, .0-et°. EtissiohS_
may be from power plants, industry, or even the Motor
vehicle. They make their way into- the atmosphere via r
combustion and /or industrial processeg. However,
emissions are not exclusive to. the major- Sources that .
I have mentioned. EmisSions also come from thing's such as
cigarettes, aerosol Spray oans, etc. For example, in
a city the size of Philadelphia, approxiMately ten tons
per day' of particulate matter, dust and dirt, go into
the atmosphere from tire tread wearing out. Approxi-
mately six tons via cigarette smoke and ten tons from
aerosol spray cans go into the atmosphere. The pollu.7
tion from these sources*may be considered minor but
should be mentioned so that air pollution is riot ex-
elusively lumped into the major source categories

Exchange is the process by which the air po ion is

,
carried from the point Of emission to t.- receptor,
whether it.be human, animal, plant or m terial. One
example of exchange is an air pollutioninve ion.. In
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en air pollution inversion s'tuation, a condition of nigh
lair stability Occurs when a arm air mass settles over

, a cooler air mass. When poll tantsrise.intathe atmor
Sphere they are normally carr ed away by the cold air
above with the windS that mov through the syStem. \VII
a warm air ma8s, the inversion layer, lies aboVe -bro-
om:a air below, it literally a is as a lid and ,i,rapS
the pollutants below. In the ew. Jersey and,Philadelphia
.area such inversion conditions exist almost daily.
They occur.approbtimately betwee 7:00 and 9:00 a.m., but
sometime betWeen 8:00 and 11:00 .m, wind speedS pick.
u and the inversion, normally br atm up and disappears.

an area such as Los Angeles, ich is a valley, the
air mass settles into the valley and is not. affected

the winds above. Under this cndition inversion may
St for several days. On Novemb r 25 and 26/.1966,.- 1

inversion condition which sett ed over the New Jerdey,
ladelphia, and New York area wa Of a nature similar
that which normally settles over Los Angeles. The
ersion condition lasted for three days during Which-
ie high concentrations of air poll tion were trapped
eath the air mass. -Data for that ime period indi-
ed increased hospital admissions

.
, . ,

E ct is whit occurs visibly or sUbtl to humans,
a als, vegetation, or materials due t 'the presente
o air pollutant. The affected subje or object
i mown as a receptor.' Data on effect: is very,diffi:,
c to obtain due to variability among t e subjects

ted.
/

E cement involves the regulatory type sy tem, and
th are laws that exist to prevent air col ution from
go into,the atmosphere. In New Jersey, fi es for
vi tions of various air pollution control r:gulations
have

leached

as high as $100,000 to $250,000 r a
vio ion, It should be_pointe4 out that withi New
Jer 's enforcement system there is a"trovisio that
.909/, this fine is returned upon correction of he

--'emia on. It is an incentive to the industry to orrect
the 'tuation since most of the fine will be ret ed.

i

,Rega 'rig the environment, since all living things
inte pendent, when one area of life, whether it be
plan r animal, is affected by air pollution other
areas f life in the ecosystem Will 'be affected as
well:. e must consider the overall effect' on the TML7
-viro t of each air 'pollutant. -,

Two 4 rtant pieces of legislation are the Federal-
Clean Act of ;2967'and the Federal Clean Air Act of
1970.. I e Olean Air Act of 1967 called for the'estab
lishmen of air quality standards on a state by state
basis. A\ ese standards were to-be-conpentrations of

.

3,
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, .

air pollution in the atmosphere that would not affect
humans, animals, plants or property. Studies were
performed and)criteria documents were published which
resulted in states establishing their own air quality
standards. Unfortunately, difficulty 000urred in that
all states did not select the same air quality stan-

dards. Sinoe winds prevail from a westerly direction,
a state selecting air quality standards of 100 would
probably never o tain Ple standard for the pollutant
if the state west of it had selected 150.

The, Clean Air Act 9f 1970 rectified this problem' by
establishing Air Quality Standards. The Act
also required,all tates to write Implementation Plans
as to how they would achieve all National Air Quality,
Standards on or bef9re May.31, 1975. Eachratate was
to write its own Air Quality Maintenance 'Plan, submit
it to a Public Heari g, then! file it with EPA for its -

approval. A summary document of the New Jersey Air .

/ Quality Maintenance lan is.available, upon request,

,Due
Nal* Jersey eau of Air Pollution Control.

,Due to the difficulty in achieving National Air Quality
Standards for carbon onoxide and photoohemical.oxi-.-
dents in 1975, an exte sion to May 31i 1977 was made.

1 .

The next area to be tak n into consideration is that
of the four phases of a r pollution. -.The first phase
had thelestablishment ofregulatory agencies to prevent
open burning.. Later, these agencies began tq visit
plant sites to discuss emissions from major sources..

. The second phase of air pollution control is air-quality
maintenance, in which concentrations of pollutants in
the atmosphere are measured.. These concentrations
are in the parts per millioh and parts per billion
range. The measurement of parts per billion is like\
locating one gallon of water in a billion gallons of
the ocean. It is a phenomenal degree of sophistication..
In the New Jersey Air Monitoring system, of the 22 loca-
tions presently monitored, the system.is suchthat a
button in the major control room in Trenton could be
pushed to det rmine the concentration of carbon monoxide
in Atlantic ity at that i stave. This system is avail-,
able for all pollutants measured at all of the locations
in the ,state

, .

:Phase three is that of
,

air quality modeling. This is
a mathempti al technique by which the concentration of
a,polIutant in a given. area may be predicted prior to
the establ shment of a pollution source. 'Such evalua-,
tiona involve gaseous plumedistribution equations, and
are cited in several of the references.

The last phase of air 16911ution control which I feel we
are inat'the presen time is that of utilizing the

36
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technique of air quali y modeling for land use planning,.
-Indeed.4 we have arrlv d at such a degree of sophiAica.,

-Vtion that we can literally plan a city based oneair
,i quality. The techniques now available could help us

to determine where the areas for the power plant, rec-
reation, residences, etc. of a city_ should be
located. Inputs sudh.as emission inventory (the con=
centration of the emissions going into the atmosphere
at various locations) and wind rises (wind directions
and speed) would be input into the overall model

e' . Referencei
4'1

The Federal CleAn Air Act of 1970,\'

The Federal Register. of August 14, 1971,,
/

The.New ersey, State Air B011ption Control odes
and gulations, Box. 2807, Trenton, N.J. 08625\

Th4liNew Jersey'Alr Quality.Index Booklet and
,e th Effects BoOkIet, Box 2807, Trenton, N.J.

Pollution .Volumes I,II,III. Arthur Stern.
Academic Press.
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POPULATION DISTRIBUTION AND URBANZZATION,

Dona] F. Heisel

I propose to speak about some leading aspects of urbani-

° zation and migration. My. main interest in the last decade

has been in'population problems as they occur overseas

in developing countries. I will begin then by discuss-

ing first the world as a whole, giving particular emphasis

to developing countries;' I will then turn to the U.S.

and finally make a few:comments about what is happening

in NewJersey.

Throughout my taLk4 will use theterms,"urban" and

"urbanization." Unfortunately, clasSifying urban places

is confusing. For exathple, is New Brunswick a city on its

own or,isit p9t of the outskirts of New York City? I

use the term "urban" to mean people living in towns or

cities, or suburbg of the'towns or cities. "Rural" will

refer to people who live dispersed in the countryside, or

in a small village, typically ,of 2,000 or less. The,

formal definition is not uniform for all countries, and

probably cannot be.made so:

Let us start with a very broad *view of urbanization, con--

sidering it' as a,result of both migration frou rural..areas

and of natural grofith. There has been much talk about

the population, explosion, but when the growth total

population is compared with thegrov)th of city population,

the former is literally, dwarfed. 'IA 1800, jus -as the

industrial revolution began, therb weraa littl less

than a billion people in the world,' anct therewe e only

27 million people living in urban places. The wrldLwps

a rural place and mot people were_peabants. Alpo t096

lived in an urban area in4800. Since-1800 the total

population of the world multipliedeabout four time:, so

that there are apprOXimately four billiod people in the'

'world today. But the population of urban places in the

world has, gone up to Ao,that nearly 40 of

-the people now live.inUrban areas. Thus, total pop la-

tion was increasing about 3.5 times kihilethe urbdn p pu=

lation increased about 50 times. That is a true urb

populatidti' explosion.

There is considerable variation inpopulation from one

region to another. In Black Afric about 15% of the

population is urban. Black Africa is ;the least urban- -

ized major 'region of the world but it is'also one of

the areas that is urbanizing the quickest. Its cities

tend to' grow at between two and four times the rate of

the total population, which is very fast. Asia and

China are somewhat more urbanized than Africa; the

population runs between 1/5 and 1/4 urban, and t 'he

urbanizatiOn rate is a little slow9or . °
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'In the, majorthird world countriesof.Latin America
level ofurbani;ation is much further along; it

is ear 50% in almost.p11 Countries' of the region.
The rate of urbanization is as high as Africa's.

In general, the cities and towns of the developing -

'countries are the homes of about one half of the
world's urban population. However, the' urban places
of't e developing countries are growing very much

-_.fast than the cities and towns of the developed
count ies. _

In_the_developedtountries, On the other hand, the.
proportions-already living in urban places-are high
but the rate of urbanization is lower. North America---
U.S., Mexico, Canada--is about 2/3 urbanized:,. In the
U.S., about 75% of the population lives in urban areas.
Our cities are not growing very fast; they'are 'grow-
ing about 1-1/2 times the rate of the total.popula-
tion, and a numbarof our biggest cities have stopped
growing altogether. Europe is quite similar tothe
U.S. in this phenomenon.

An interesting difference is that Eastern Europe is
.considerably less urbanized than. Western Europe. A
splitical line could be drawn which would alsb divide
the more and. less urbanized areas'of Europe.- The
proportion of urbanization is about,50% in Eastern
Europe and 7596 inWest-EurOpe. It is interesting
to speculate on the cases and consequences of these,
different levels 'of Urbanization.

Finally, the most highly urbanized area in the world,
which it has been for nearly 50 years, is Oceania,.
with 80% of the population living in cities. \Within
Neaniai Australia is the most urbanized major coun-
#7.in the world. It is so 'urbanized that its- tities
are n gftwin fast j$ re atipnahi to the. of ./..

the pop tion because mat /Of 'the eciple are alr &Ix.
'there. t ''

Suth is the population distribution in the world
today, *th more than half of the total, population
remaining Third World rural,peasants. However, the
rate.of urbanization is increasing rapidly. One of
the things we must remember is that we are converting
into a world where almost everyone will be living in
cities.

,e)
I would like to tlk about the U.S. in m e detail°.
AS was mentioned; we are 75% urbanized, eying crossed
the half -way, mark on urbanitation just before the
1920a. Of course, there is donsiderable variation
aMong differentAparts of the country, although inter-
estingly enough the differences are being, eliminated

3:9
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,right now. At the turn of the century the New Jersey/
York/Pennsylvania area was.about.65% urbanized

and the South Atlantic states were only about 15% '

,urpanized. The .Sou,th changed as aresult of the civil
*ar, but'nemained far-a long time adess urbaniediarea
than the rest of the country. Today the SoUthAtlantIO
state have reached 'about 65% urbanizA ation:-

The South Atlantic region reached only now a level
of urbanization that our regionveached at the turn :
of the century. In terms of 'urbanization alone this
is a regional lag of 70-years. On the other hand, we .

intthe Middle Atlantic states.are no lOnger living in
the most urbanized part 6f.the nation. ,The most urban-
ized region is the far West (that is excluding Alaska:, .

and Hawaii)--the Pacific Coast states. For example,
Colorado is,now over 80% urbanized., .

The distribution of people'in the UnitedStates re-
flects essentially the distribution of the white major-,-r
ity. Let us turn briefly to the internal distribution
of blacks. The basic story of the black. population' is
that it has changed very quickly frobeing largely
rural to largely urban. They have experienced a veryr,
high rate of urbanization Over the last 50 years and
especially in the last 30\years; whereas at the turn
of the century 'about 1 /5...of all blacks lived in urban
places, the figure is now at 3/4. The black population
in the U.S. is our most urbanized-group.; Considering

,+ the history of race relationsfin the U.S. in.the 50s
and-60s, it seems to me that One-of the most Important'
things that happened which could explain, the rise in
racial tension was the very rapid and ;passive urbani-
zation of blacks: The population transformed 'itself
from a southern rural,disperte0 population to a highly'
con6entrated, especially urban population, both iri the
North And South. This is certainly an impprtant'fattor
in race relations., A rural minority can be uppressed
in a manner whi,,,ch , highly conCentr ed popu7
l ation 'will mot *ale ate

*"-4

'C.

. . Regarding attitiides*tpwar urban life 3.,n genevat, ;I
think :there is a-major ch e in attitude here in

0
Ameica. In the past when.urban andnural people were
typified, there was what was knownas urban sophisti-
cation and rural, backwardness. I think values have
reversed--we now look for the ,wisdom of the soil. '
This may be a symptom of the times in that rural life
is becoming dearer and so ge express a greaten appre-.
ciation for. it..

I would like tC(turn to (the,question of how the cities,,
and urban areas of the-U.S.-are growing. In brief,
the -big cities are continuing to grow, but only at
their6edges and,noi at their core. For manSr places,.

0

4
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this.means that the city as defined by ,its legal bound-
aries may not grew at all and even decline, while the
growth takes place in the outer subui,bs and perhaps even
beyond.' There is hardly a big city in the U.S. that is
not losing population. All are growing at their outer
edges. For the first time in our history the growth is
occurring away from the industrial urban areas. The
least growth has'teken-place in states such as Pennsyl-
vania, NeW York, Ohio, Illinois end the industrial.' belt,
across theNnertheastern part of the country, where the
industrial tevolution began.

Ques. Is the growth which has taken place at the edges.,
15IEhe city sti3,1 part of the city?

,Aho. I think, it is still part of the city except in
-x7.14s of ,here the political boundaries are and hoW

important "they area One useful definilkion of a city, is
that it includea every area within.comMuUng distance
of t central core. Now Jersey oesmo now to be divided
into two zones--the zones within commutins, distanc to
Philadelphia and New York City. Europoan cities.ohow the
came phenomenon- -the center,of the city is growingaeos
dense whiJ!e the edge is growing-more dome, as people
have access to better moons of transportation into the
city. Of source, one thing which-determines where e
person will live is where that pOrcOn can buy a house
that will still permit him to commute to work. People
still have urban occupations, but the cities-are so
large that their centers are-no lbnger important as
residences and for much retail trade and personal ser-
vices. Greatly spread cities are beginning to emerge
in many areas. A few years ago people. were talking
about the U.S. becoming partialled up into three big
metropolitan areas: Boston to Washington /Chicago to
Pittsburgh/San Francisco to San Diego.A Th9 -most recent.
evidence, however, suggests that this not be hap-
pening. The eastern settion in which w live is not
growing so fast) and there are other are s -- Houston and
Dallas, Atlanta, southern Florida, coabtal Florida- -
which are growing quite fast. Forrthe first time in
our history the migration is no longer out of the South'
and into the Northeast.

.\ There are figures fdr 1970-73 which show that the area
of,the'country losing population most quickly is the
Northeastthe Middle Atlantic states plus New England."
New Hampshire,'Connecticut and New Jersey:are still
growing because they-are receiving.the ledtle from the
big detropolitan cities, but Pennsylvania and New York
are standing still. The big gainer is the South.

Ques.- What is the ,average age Of the people going
-esouth, and,the type of people going?
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Ans. We have some information on age, but not on
'airier characterlstics of those who are going. One of
the most interesting things is that relatively younger

' people are goihg south;,. it is not just a practice among
'those who'are retiring. Another interesting thing is
that the net migration of the black minority is into
the South, from.the Northeast. .I have a questionvis
this the new middleolass'bliick going to the new kinds
of jobs opening up in Atlanta and Orlando, or is this
simply aturning away of the unemplOyed from growing
stagnation of employment opportunities in the North?

NoW let us focus'on our own state. there are inter-
, esting'statistics on New Jersey which refleot the
,-, nationals pattern of population. From-1970-73'New Jersey'

grew about 2-1/2%, and of that about 1% represents emi-
gration

,-

from otherOates. Like the rest of the ooun-
try, the growth in New Jersey has been at the edges,of
the urban areas. I think tt ip rather striking that'the
big gainers among the state's counties over that three -'
year period are; Ocean County, which grew the fastest by
lain in three years; Cape'May, with a growth of almost
12% in three years; and Sussex County, with a groWth of
7-1/2% in that period. These three counties are the
-most removed from the centevof:things, being olassified
as not being part of any metropolitan zone.'

° . A
Ques. Is part of the urbari growth due to-the faot th.l.t
the rural area is inoreasingly assimilated into the
urban area? . There is an increase of urbanization and
deorease of 'rural, area.

Ans. Yes, that is exactly what isihappening in New
Jersey and across the nation. Rural areas are being'
consumed-by the great urban sprAwl. I would think that
at the next census none of Ney'Jerserwill be classified
as rural; -all of it will be/urban. There will still be

/4
'home empty spaces that have been "protected by legis-
lative control; for exaMple, the Pine Barrens.

. , .

Quep; Do you now how/much vacant land as compared to
,.- urbanized land we have in New Jersey?

' -

Ans. It ii hard say. Whatis vacant? If a farmer
IT7es on a twent ,-acre 'farm, is it vacant? .The density'
of population y go low but it is never really vacant.
For, example, anomaly which makes the state look less

'crowded than t is,is the city. of Linden with its
great oil r ineries. Linden has the lowest density
of any major city in the U.S. but it is hardly what you
would call vacant land. Density is relative. If you
are a two-person family living in a five-room apartMent
on Park.-Avende, your dehsity is very low. If yo are
an eight-person family living in a small dwel 'rig in
the Pine Barrens, your density is very hi
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POPULATION, POLITICAL SYSTEMS, AND GENOCIDE

tarnett F. Baron.
/7

'
Population affects politics in a variety of ways.
It ie Weful to break popultion down into three
aspects in ordet to considhow it affects politics.
One need° to be concerned about the size of a papule-
tion,(the ,numbers of people), the distribution of a
population(where they are), and the compOsition of a
population '(wilo theyar ).

The United States Hous of Representatives provides
f4 example of the way in which population size affect's
politica. ',In the nineteenth'century, it'was often
said 'that Representat±ves could ,have little real,
communication with their constituents because the
distancep between Washington and the congressional
districte, were far, and because means of transporta-
tion wOre 16as available and slower than today. It
can be argubd that as long as there are only four
hundred and thirty-five Representatives in the House
as the number affixed by law, thenpopulation growth
today ip the equivalent of geographical distance one
hundred years ago. The more people there mare in each
dietriet, the more difficult it is for a Representative
to have effective cpmmunications with his constituents.

. In 1970, theaverag eongressional,diatrict contained
four hundred and seventy thousand constituents. : By
,the'year 200Q, if the average American family continues.
. to ha* about three'children.each,.the average con-
"dreboional distt4,ct will have 736 thouzkd vonsttuents
or abeUt hale again as many as in 1970.

nie.UnIted States Senate is pot based OP Opulation'
size, tacli state has.two senators re g. rdlesa of ts
size. However, the Senateis becoming increasing l.?
unreprecentative of the American populatiOn because the
states tire becoming increasingly different in size. In
general.,terms. the American population is migrating
from the Northeast and Northcentral states to the West...

It is shifting from the Midwest to the West but it is
re aining relatively stable in the South. This\means

as. #.4; .
tha people are becoming concentrated in the larger
stat s in the Union. This has very direct. political

consequences. For example: ar two,,thirdapejcirity in
tfigL70enate is needed to override a presidential' veto.

-Int1,970, assuming that both senators from each state
voted'alike, twenty-size states were needed in order
to override a presidential veto. In 1970, one could
find twenty-six small states which would have only 16% -

of the '.population of the United States in them.' Look-
ing at it from-the other side, to block the Senate from
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overriding /a presidential veto, only 'one -thir of the
Stated are needed. The seventeen smaller st tes in
the union in 1970 contained only 6.7% of t 'American
population in them. '1hus, the Senate is t, in'terms

. of population size, a.representative body, and as popu-
lation grows and increasingly concentrates, the Senate
will become even leas representative of the American
beople., -,

CoMpositi is another impbrtant factor in relating
population to politics, particularly racial composition.
Recent tren s in the United Stdtes show that central
cities are becoming largely non-white and the suburbs
largely W te. By the year 2000,-.1.t has been estimated
that 70-75,1 of all the non- whites 1.1T4he United States 4

who are Abt living on farms will be 1b0.ng to central'
.cities, and' that 72-78% of all whites wI.are not .

farmers will be living in suburbs. Congrea ional rep-
%1resentEktion is going to changeto reflect th differ-

ences.NkIn 1970, tne central cities in the Uni
1

tri States
were represented by 96 congressmen. By the year 2000,
central cities will have only 58 congressmen. Sub-
urban representation, which will be largely white, will

./,
rise from-I45 Representatives in 1970 to 260 in the
year 2000. These numbers, of coursemay not be precise,
but the trend is clear. Increasing racial separation
in the United States Will be reflected in the composi-
tion.of congress and therefore in thg representation.
that mfhority group's have.

-4.

There are, of course, other ways in which population
size) dAstribution, or composition affect politica,
One example is the voting power of ethnic groups,
racial groups, r speclia interest groups of various

s faster relative to another,
fin a olitical system increases

ulat group of people
ds to form 0,,solid

dispersed
fact has long
he procegs of

jclnds. If one gr
then its representat3,
If the concentration of
increases,in one area, then
Voting block. NOn the other h
its voting power is:diminished.
been recognized in American poll

Thi
ics;

, of-gerrymandering, or the process f designing elec-
toral districts to reflect the attitudesof people

,

living inithem,is a long-standing practice.

The amount 'and lb&tion of social services, such as
schools, hospitals;,transportation systems, utilities
and sanitation services,'de*:ends,in part on how many
people are living in a given area and sometimes also
who they arse. -Federal revenue sharing schemea, whereby 0
the federal government gives back a certain proportion
of.the taxes to the states, are also based in part on
population size. As state populations change, the
,mounts of money received from the federal government
may increase or degrease, JerseNforexaMple,.

4 5'
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where there has been a afigfit decrease in total popu-

lation in recent years (while at the same time a

slight increase in the non-white population), there. 4,

has beena reduction in the amount of federal revenue

coming into the, state.

Population size may also affect the way one looks at

international relations. Many .states in the Unit

Nations argue that they need large populations in

order'to exert any influence in international pbli cs,

and that population size determines national power.

Many African states, for exaMple, argue; that with

populations of only six or eight Million people,. less

than the city of Nevi York,,it,is not in their interest.7

to adopt any, kind of familypIehning program if ,they

wish to achieve national power comparable to that of

ple, argues that i .enormous economic resourcesother countries., Iqi71.4tin America, Brazil, for exam-,

but a.population of only about one hundred million,

people. The government 14 Brazil has stated an,expli-

cit goal of having 200'million people by the year

00. Thpy argue that, they have enormous resources

d need the people,to fully develop,their country.

-They. consider theirtrogram to Settle the Amazon Bas

as bein&equivalent to the settlement of the Americ

West. In both cases, they argue, population growt

increases national'power and wealth rather-than de

creasing it.

Those who argue that large populations are neede to

achieve national power point to thefact that t e

two largest developed countries in the world,

United States and the Soviet Union, re.also tip two

Major world powers. They also argue that the /two,
largest

underdeveloped'countries in the world', pine.

and 'Indus are both relatively strong powers/ and both °

possess nucle 'Weapons. Thus, there is a strong

belief that th moreTeopIt a country has the more

powerful it is °'kely o be in international politics. /

But there arecontrarY arguments as well, When mill.:

tary technology was based on swordsandbwissbows,
population size aid- indeed add to miIitaFy power.

With modern military techno , .however population

size-has become, less i tent than suakfactors as,

levels of literacy technical tkillOY1tvels gf

technological development, 'the amount of resources

availablel and the degree bf political organization

and;mobilization:Ot a pepulatioil. I Pad; only if

sufficient capabilities-and skills are available,

,and .a stable 'political structure exist and the ve-

source base can sustain the existing po lation, can

population size be considered. an asset r ther than

a liability. The large, Unskilled, and'p orly

organized populations of most developipg c untries
A
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eremore. likely to act as an impediment to the devel-
opment of national power than an asset. The example
bf North Vietnam successfully waging war against South

'Vietnam and the United States shows that population ' ,
size alona,'or even technological skill, is not a
sufficient basis for military success. In the Midd4
East is 1967, Israel; with a population ope-tenth that
of Egypt, nevertheless had a larger army owing to
higher levels of literacy and-tecffliological skills
among its populati9n. On the other hand, thee.Egyptians

AParguathat their 'larger population was of benefit to .

theM because they were able to'euffer greater losses .

than the Israelis without that having as much effeOt
on. the country as a whole.

Rapid population growth in many developing. countries-
adds to the burden 'of providing social services to the
people: More d more money has to be put.into, basic,.
social servic s in order to keep up with growing popu-
,lations. In terms of agrioultural production, more
and more,h to be produced siMply,in order to provide
a constan ,level of caloric intake. Thus,' instead of
being a eito,ihvest in'industrial production or in
activi ie designed -to improve Ni quality of life'in '

developing countries, most governments facing a rapid
population growt1 must iricreasingly use their scarce
resources simply to keep up with the growing population. \--

, ,

Populatpn growth is also assumed by many people to ,

lead to real or po'ten#al'internationdl conflict. ,We
,,have all heard various hypotheSes about how this might
&work; for example, you may'r membei;4 the notion of
' lebensraum, .in'Which pation thatare-denselyipopu-

.

lated seek more living space. idea,freuently
heard is that excessive po ulat on size.leadsio a
decline 4n the peroelye alue individual uman,lifee \ -1

Leaders =of such do ies are believed more Oely.to

01
adopt irrationaTand adventuresome foreign 6liciee.

.. which lead to conflict. I am sure Ou hav heard ome
his thbme with respec to the Chinese

or the North Vietnamese in the recen war'. The best
evidete Would indicate, however, the opulation in,
itsel does not cause conflict. Simpl because 'there'
are mO Rftple in dne country than in Other doe's
not mean t there must be conflict, n does popu\
ldtion growth itself ecessarily lead to onflict, .\\

If poPuIailen growth do s lead to 'in ena nai con--\
flict,:'6he process indirect. a ent study
eikamined,t e-EuropeaiTe rienc

7.
18 and 19/4,

h -

amionelu d that popula an d ice not 'appear:
.to be prim y causes of vii lent,honflict etwee s,
and that th critical elem involve less po lation
itself than e way in whic population combines with'
other factors to produce. Co lict. -The-most fmportant
other.fahtors are resources d technology. The

O
-
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relationship in that study oan be summarized as
follows:

.

The larger a nation's population,, the greater
the need and demand for some irreducible

. minimum ckf food and other basic resources;
\\

.

The more advanced the nation's technology, the
greater the variety arid quality of needed. re-

.sources; , .

\
The more advanced and specialized a country's
techn ogy, the:greater the range and 'quantity
of thi 's that political leaders believe ,the _
nation eeds, and at the same time the greater --\

the nati n's capacity to fulfill/those needs; -

'Perceived and real resource detands- combine
with techn logical capabilities to produce

p ssure," a tendency to undertake
activities rogressively further from national
boundaries in order to acquire influence and
control over more territories, people, and
physical resources;

'

To the extent that two or more countries'with
high capabilities and high lateral pressures
extend thetr interest and psychological.

boundariel outward, the 'greater the potential
for conflict.
CNazli Choucri, Population Dynamics and Tinter-
national Violence)

Thus, the relationships between population dynamics
and international conflict in this study were shown
to be indirect, long-term, and dependent on complex
interactionsaffiong,sevel'al factors.

The com bination of rapid population growth in devel-
oping countries- d toe growing competition for
scarce resources, articulai-ly energy resource4 that

to be -gound, Li those countries, does create a
otentially dangero silat4on.171 ',-

. ,

-,"._ in a 11 unpublis d paper in which he analyzes
Vie rely 'onships: etween changes in the interna- ''

\btional sys Om global demographic trends, Kingsley
avis, Pr or of Sociology and 99mparative Studies

at Berkele gues.that population control programs
sponsored b developed countries-ar Clearly linked
to the Heeds f ihddittialkzed-countei ,tor raw ...._
materials. II- notes that while in 1929 de oped
countries prod Ced91.9% of the world's Svpply
energy and cons e 93.9*\ by 1970 they produced o
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1

65.8% and c hsumed 85%. In the same time period, he
argues, the jaer capita consumption of enengy in
developed countries increased by 136%, while it in-

9 . creased in developing countries by 391%. (In'faot,
however ,the,less developed countries are falling be-
hind, since the actual'amount of per capita consump.,
tion in developed countries over the,periiad rose ten
times more than in less develOped Obuntries.) 4

Thus, says Davis, rapid population growth in the forier
colonies is perdeimed to be adversely affecting,the
interests of the advanced nations.

'"It wasI rod ing an enormous and expanding
migrat y pressure, an escalating' demand for
intern ional aid, and a progressive exhaus-
tion o natural resources. Above all, it
was raising the spectre of the use of,natural
resour es in backward areas to support the
burgeo ing lotal populationresources even
more b ly needed by the industrial nations.
The ha it of expropriating foreign assets
did no hihg to allay this anxiety. Given
these concerns and interests, it is little
wonder that the initiative in population
limitation,policies came primarily from the
industrial countriesiand wasaimed at peoples
abroadl.(rather) than at home."
(Unpublished manuscript, "Population Dynamics
and lhternational Relations")

Much of the concern in the developing countries that
population control is anew form of genocide is based
on the belief that the developed world is attempting
to'attack the Problem of poverty by eliminating the
poor rather than by.changing their 'own consumption
habits. The developing countries argue that the worlds
resources should be redistributed so that the United
States, with only about 6% of the world's population,
would not consume about a third of the world' total
resources each year.

\
. The World Food Conference held last month in Rome
highlighted some of the major problems of resource
distributi n facing the world today,and the associated
thical politicalai .issues involved. Plans were

d'scussedli t:the Conference to establish a World Food
B.. to assist those countries.. faced Withinajor pro-.
b1 ms of Avation.. It thwas argued that the only way
`to elp tho countries' is to pool .the agricultural'
s '1usesi o4 the United States, Canada, Australia,,
and ossibly.the oviet Union into a food bank which
O.& t e be\drdwn upon to assist nations facing star-

-liAtton, as Was r centlythe case inthe Sahelian
cbd4trie orifeb-Afri-tgA0,Vielatt4teivi.s...alsq..a,coulatez7
argument bat I Would like us to discuss,vbecause JAE.'

'
A
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raises in very dramatic fashion the conflicts_between
rich and poor countries.

In a recent article entitled "Livingon a Lifeboat"
Garrett Hardin argued IOY Strongly against the idea
of a world food bank.

,

He likens the situation to a lifeboat which has 50
people:and a capacity of 60, surrounded by hundreds.
ofqieople in the water. .What doeS one do? -Take in
ten, rear 4 the capabity of the lifeboat of 60 and
have no safety margin? The boat,,einks and all are
drowned. That is the situation he thinks we find our-
selve in now, heightened by the world food crisis.
The drawing, below illustrates w at he and others call
a natural ecology. /

\

_

P2 /uoverpopulation": .

lsafety factor akhausted)----- "emergency"

pi at carrying capatity")-
(with safety factor <

.

Fig. 1. The population cyCle' of a nation that has
no effeCtive, conscious-population control, and
which receives no aid from the outside. P2 is grater
-than Pi. . ,

them: Historically, popuations continue at'a so-
\\canoe themselires against the resources available to

'called carrying capacity iiith a slight margin,and .

e balanced between the birth and death rates. But

.

.

All societies, animal or human, he says, eventually,

if something 'changes4-foneXamplehelp intrudes and

wit respect to the resourceeavailable. Histoi.icSily,

m re people'livel or fertility increases. and more
pe plepare born, very soon there is overpoptllation. .

as populations grew, a time came when the population
could no longer feed itself. People died of famine.
TheTopUlation ultimately came back to the first step,
to its natural carrying,oapacity.-4AccordingAo Hardin,

.World Food Bank would'uppet the natural ecology,
The same pattern would happenthere-is overpopulation
and an emergency results. The World.Food Bank intervenes
and provides fbod so that population has now moved to

, the next level, as shown in the next °drawing. ,Again
there is overpopulatioh and it reaches a point where
the international food-aid is no longer sufficient
'to feed the population. The population' keeps growing
as Iong-as there is food. The ca city of the U.S.,
China t e Soviet Union, and Canad is limited, finite.

'EventU ly this 'capacity to produce emergency



food aia- will be exhausted, and-the resulting catas-
trophe would be even greater than if the decision were I
made now td restrict aid to only some countries.

P

7
(and so-on.:...)

PL,. ..-14"emergency" l -;

_ ,

P3--->"emergency"
.

.. (inpUt from
'it` world food bank)

.

.

----->"emergency" . (input; from
. 4

1

world food bank)

1 f (input from A
1

world food bank)

Fig, 2. The population escalator. Note that input from
a world food bank acts like t'he pawl of a ratchet, pre- /
vehting the portal populdtion cycle shown in Figure 1
'from being completed. Pn+1 is greater than Pn, and the
absolute magnitude of the "emergencies" escalates. /
Ultimately the entire system crashes. The 'crash is not
shown, and feW can imagine it.'

0/ 0

..Hardin approvingly cites a recent work (William and
Paul Paddock; Famine 1975, LittleOrown, 1967), in

.

whiCh the authors argues that the United States Should-'
' adopt a rood aid, policy based on then concept of "triage,L

. borrowed from military met' eine% Under such a system
countries. faced by stary tion would be grouped into
three categories:'those that cannot survive the effec
of rapid population growth anyway, and to whom no aid
should be given; those that could survive withoUt 'aid,
although hurting, to whom no aid should be given; and ::.,,,z,

.

those countries that could be induced to adopt s strict 4'
ollcies aimed at red Bing population growth rates,, 1,-;

and who are also att active for political, economid(
and'military reasons) to whom_alone food aid should
be given.

.
-

0

On the other hand, in is address to the World Footd,
Conference, Pope Paul argued that: \

is inadilissable that those who have cont/481
of the wealth and resources of mankind should
Ntry to--resolve the problem of hunger by for-
bidding the poor to be born, or by leaving to

5
A

0 I.
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die. of hunger children whose parents do not
fit into the framework of theoretical plans
ased on ppre hypotheses about-the future.

CI mankind. In timedgone by, -in'apast
that we hope&is now ffhished wfth,.nhtions
used make,War to seize their neighbors'
riches: ButBut is it not a new.form of warfare
to impose\ restrictive demographic policy
on nations,',, to ensure that they will not
claim their st share of the earth's goods?"
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POMLATION AND WOMEN: AO' EAST,AFRIC44;AMPLE

JosephinegM. MIikubu,

In recent years there haa been an increased concern,
, particularly in the developed worldi for improving the

quality of the world's human and natural resources. %

Specifically, ecologists, social-scientists, educators,
politicians and others have expressed deep concern
over the accelerating imbalance between natural re-
sources On one hand and population increages.d-
another.'

.

In today's talk T would like to raise some of the
fundamental questions cOncerning'the subject at hand.
My. objections do not necessarily nuesion'the validity
Hof world population control. Rather my basic con-
cern is used on the ethics,24..u.sing women popula
ti s i an experimental way.

Whil note at the world population comprises both.
ien ana women:1,m t\birth control and family planning
methods p cle rl ge re directly at Women as e
target .po Ulalio ye not birth control methods

tion3' The answerbeen geare to me g t
is clearly politiPal.. \\.

Our attempts to understand the 1 rge \ popu-
lation and women must also include s e reasons `ins to
why family' planning has not succeeded the Way it per-
haps should have in the Third World, while it has
succeeded in the Western world. First, the Western

., world's populations' did not iecome persuaded to adopt
family planning methods overnight. It took drastic
processes of technological advancement in all spheres
of life=-for example, advandpments in medicine, health
care, social security, induitrialization and so forth.
It is easy for a family in the West to accept and
adopt family planning patterns because-the couple Knows
with a higher, degree of certainty that the two children
they have plannedto have will probably live to
an old ige. In developing nations, howeveriwe airt
-still not thOt,dertain. We have our ten children so
that among the' ten, perhaps three Or four might survive
to old age. When we object to family control mea-
sures it is because we face problems whichare not
readily apparent to the Western world.

In the devefo ing w -there has been'considerable
interest in- colOgic questions. Intodey's talk
would -alike tb focus pecifically on the, question of
',population and watheW as these' two v iables are
obviously interrelated. will us as e amples the
societies of that part of the Third Word. which I.
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know best, namely, East Africa. Our discussion will
be directed at family planning programs, since such
programs. are overwhelmingly aimed at women. It is /my
contention that family planning programs in many tra--
ditional cultures are doomed to failure unless one is
willing to argue for and/or implement rather question-
able policies of cu1turecide or cultural stripping.
Efforts to. introduce ,family planning cannot be under-
stood apart:from a cultural dimension which pften, at
lap'st in Eait Africa, makes it quite.irrational-for
women to adopt Western forms of family plannibg designed
to limit their procreative abilities.: We turn now to

,

°a specific discussion of one such society which will
provide us with contextural information in support' of
`my position. I.will then enumerate and compare the
East African situation With severalt_other examples
drawn. from elseWhere in the developing world..

I would like to talk about the Baganda People and
family,planning. The Baganda, numbering about trio
million people; are located on the northern and west-
ern shores of Lake. Victoria in the southern part.of
Uganda. They have often been described by anthropol-
ogists as being comparatively strongly committed to .

the process of modernization, seemingly accepting with...,
great facility such things as modern technology, cloth-
ing, and formal education. In fact- one anthropologist
has-noted that'other tribes in Uganda refer to Bagandas
as "Black Europeans". In spite of their apparently
enthusiastic commitment to modernity, efforts to intro-
duce family planning have been largely unsuccessful.
One psychologist, Janet Kilbride, has conducted exten-
sive research on child development in Uganda.' She re-
ports that many Baganda women believe that the pill
causes sterility, solit should be avoided. This is
in part .a rationalization for a more general mistrust
of family planning techniqueS. An understanding of
why this mistrust exists requires a knowledge of the
cultural values pertaining to a woman's role in the
Baganda society.

- ' A

The Baganda society is organized around a principle
of clan affiliation so that each person belongs to /
one of thirty-eight.tlans. Each clan has its own
unique history, land, and officials. Descent is
traced through ones father, so that each woman is
in effect a member of her.husband's clan. It is not
surprising, therefore, in this structural situation 14
that the most common ground for divorce is that of
female barrenness. In fact, it is not even recog-
nized,that a man can also be barren. .Children are
valued, among other thing's, for their role in increas-
ing the size Of their father's clans. The value of -

\a large tlan can be explained by the ociety's.ideas
of death and the afterlife. The Bag ' da believe that
after death a person's soul joins the community of
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ancestors of his clan, often residing for a while near
the compound of those left behind. The deceased will

--be v.' nerated by his living kinsmen in their daily
pray rs, and so remembrances of. im will live on in
the houghts and actions of the ving. More funda-
mentally, it is believed ,that an cestor can be rein-
carnated in the person of one of is progeny, so thd-
larger the progeny the greater t likelihOod of the
deceased being reborn.

I do not want to discuss this as ct too deeply,
however, because this enters the alm of ethics and
philosophy, and individual cosmic erception. Our
belief simply is that our souls w I be reborn through
our. children. When we are told th we must practice
birth control, what we are really ink.told is that
we must stop livi , because life t us involves the
past, present an uture generations., This is some-
thing that is very fundamental within the African
Araditional way of life. We Africans perceive our -

. cosmic 'world as continuously cyclical. To US;, people
do not just die; there is a huge blanket of fear-of
the unknown to those who believe so. Adcording
to our philosophy of life, we know where we have been,,
wh're we are now and where we are going. If family
planning is practiced there is that much chance that
the rest of the deceased members of the family or clan
would not be reborn. This, to us, spells finity.

Children are desired for other reasons beside élan
considerations. When Baganda men were asked by Philip
Kilbeide as to why they desire children, the most fre-
quent responses"included: the clan will be-increased;
the father will be'rememberedt&tugh his children;
the father will recOve comfort .in poverty and old
age; assistance will be provided in the home; the
parents will be served. When Baganda women were ,

asked as to why they6want children, their responses
were: to keep their tiusband happy; to have_assis-
tance in the home;,to be helped in old age; . to
gain respect from other women; to avoid the-plight

- of barrenness.

It, is apparent from these statements th at children
serve another important purpose--in the, absence of
state welfare and social security, it is primarily
to children that parents will turn for assistance.,.
I do not believe that any of,the reasons which the
Bagandasgave for having children would be. SQ, markedly
different from other peoples' reasons for haVdng
children.-

'

Because clothe social security which exists 1n this ) '
country an adult is expected to be independent. This
implies that in terms of social relations, people tan
become more segtnentized. Reliance and deperidency'
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on other peopleis shifted to external specialized
agencies. If one is healthy, "normal",' and occupa-
tiOnally attractive, there is no problem in coping
With the difficulties Of life. One will not go back
to Mb family at the age of.twenty-five, thirty or
forty and express need of any nature. The family would
probably maintain and rightly so) that the son or
dawhtor Ls now an adult and should take tare of him-

,. Self. We in Africa do not have that kind of concept;
one always knows that one cannot really become cam-

'Pletely independent of other people One always has
to keeplateral as well as vertical relations with
others, being able to rely on others and also help
others when necessary.

This form of mutual help and interdependence is all
very complicated to those who, are not frdnithis kind

. of oultUre and social_norm. My experience of,liv,,ing
in the United States has taught me that to, need help
ip oftep translated as a sign of weakness, whereas
in Africa to need help and to offer help is not a
-Pign of weakness but of strength. Tit, in the Third
World to have many children is a way of insuring

'help,. hy qdding that,many more people to the immediate
group in iihich one lives.

-

With lipgimcOto birth control,, the Baganda have not
had ,hpy systematic contraception apart from abstinence.
Abstinence is ideally practiced while the mother is
nursing' a baby. Many married couples abstdin for
bevoral months after the birth of their infant. It
is bEllieved that to become pregnant while breast feed-
ing is detrimental to the health of the suckling in-

,fant: So the Baganda, as many other non-Western
populations, have an indirect mode of family planning.

My intention has been to substantiate the importance,
played by the cultural dimension in understanding
why such well-meaning efforts to introduce programs,
of planned parenthood have not worked i11 many tradi-
ational Culture here is referred to as a
design for living or as a standard for proper behavior
in a given society. Often cultural differences are
.reflected in efforts to translate meaning across
languages. For example, Everett Rogers' study
points out that.in new nations today the concept
of family planning is used as part othe title.for
changing fertil4ty behavior. When #anslated, this
concept oonnotes the following meanings: "kinship
planning" in East Pakistan and North India; "to pre-
vent reproduction" among the Kisii of Kenya; "planning
the extended family" in Spanish Latin. America; and
"planning of households", among the Kikuyu of Kenya.

I have used the Baganda as an example of the resistance
Which Third World countries have against family plan-

ing. The positive value attached to having many
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ohildroi is ce ncmeng many traditional culture's.- 4

1 In my own boci , the Gush, of western Kenya, c ildren
are also very'highly /desired's, We have the pract oe of
"child lendingein which a woman without children of
her own is lent one or mote children by her relatives

- who may, have many children. The southern Sudanpeople
have a custom,refetred to as a "ghost marriage," in
'which a brother of a,man who dies withOut,p ogeny
begets,childremon e dead man's behalf. I ese chil-
dren recognize the ad\man as their rightf father
and are socially rec gazed as ,his real chili en: q

a ,
P

'

Perhaps ,the beat knowid example of a Cultural b rier
to.efforts.of introducing fatly planning is provided
by-India. I now quote from 7:recent article in the.
New York Times of Paul and Ehrli01

"Statistics,on the accomplishments of India
program are superficially at,least'impre ive.,
Since 1965, 14 million people havelbeen sterili ed,
nearly 5 million I.U.D.s havelseen ihaertedc ov r
32Q illion condoms have been\distributed, and'
mill ons of pills and other forms of pontradoptilps
have lso been provided: It is belieVed that :a'
least 13 per cent of married couples of reproduc-
tive a e'have been reached by the program. Yet,
despite a.l this effdtt, India's birth rate is
still around 40 to 42 per cent per 1,000 (accord-
sing to .the U.N.,Indid claims 37, but its census
data are extretply suspect), and the population
is fast approachibg 600 million. What has gone
wrong?

.

A further examination of family plannh1 statis-
tics provides a clue: the 'average candidate for
sterilization or contraceptives has at least
four living children and has- borne five or six
babies. The same is true In" nearly all under-
developed.co4ntries for which figures are avail-
able. Like peasants in most countries,-rural
Indians (80 per cent of the-population is rural)
depend fOr security in old-age on their sons. .

Given India's relatively high child mortality
rates, a couple must bear at least six children
in order to ensure survival of one son to adult-
hood. Small wonder they view family planners'
propaganda to "stop at two" as slightly insane.
They are not going to use contraceptives to re-,'
duce their,family,,sizes because they want large(
families."

. If there is a cultural dimension in family planning,
what in effect can be ,done?' Should family planning
programs be directed at men since efforts to persuade
only women to plan their families have failed? I
think not: We have seen that at least for the Beganda,
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both, men aha.women desire children. Should We attempt
to destroy traditional cultural systems where children
are highly valued apd transform such non-Western cul

:+tures into a wholesale Euro-American cultural Syptem?
In my mffh opinion, this iS.prObably the only effective
way in Which family planning can. be successfully in-
troduced

.-

and implemented. It' seems, howeter, ethipally -

' questionable to engage in culturecide, if it is expected
that the world's cultures must c6nform to the Euro-

\I. American ideal8 of rugged individualism, ,.tactory labor ,-,
and impersonal social...relations. I prefer._ a system
which emphasizes social involvement, clanmetbership,
reincarnation through children, and in which progenifts
are traditionally desired, where children are highly
valued and in which the institutions of orphanages and
nursing homes are yet unknown. I colacur, mica again,

, but for different reasona altogether, with the Ehrlichs
who state :pat:

"Does this cultur'1 barrier...mean.that there is
nothing that the"Americean can ao to hold back
the world, population flood?. Should we not ship
ping and condoms to the underdeveloppd coun-
tries; should wg:ndt help tgem.industrialize;
should we not sehd,them medical aid to lower in-r,
fant -Mortality? ,We- probably should note except

tunder very special circumstances."

If we are not to focUs directly on family planning and
population control, Which in effect amounts to culture-
cide, who hen Shall we do? There is of course, no
easy solu onto these Complex ecological and ;floral ,

questions I leave the solution to, those of you who
are conce ned enough to reflect, upon the issues at
hand. I personally find merit in the opinions pf
Pope Paul VI and other heads of state of the developi
world who feel that the answer lies in the development
of scientific and technological capabilities to increase
our food res9urces, Certainly, research could.be. ,"

directed at exploring the oceans for food, developing
synthetic food, transforming deserts and other barren
areas into Arming areas, and so on.. This seems to
be more profitable in the long term than pursuing.
family planning, and constantly 'relying on aid from,
developed nations,

talk I have stressed the importance of the
Cul dimension in .implementing any new practices
in a soc ety. In most of the Third World nations where
-birth rat are high, women are valued because of their
ability to bear not only a few children, but many chil-

.dren. If we are asking them to family plan without
changing-their bultural diNension they will suffer the
social consequers. Perhaps family planners should
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first Change the cultural attitudes of a society
ta(ards women and children, before they try to imple--
went family planning practices. More birth control
methods should be developed for men so they might
become the target populatiori for family- planning.

Educators in this country, therefore, should be-more
attuned to cultural dimensions in their efforts to
teach family planning in their communities. The
crucialidea that I want to convey'is that traditional
sooleties are pot irrational resistors of change and
innovation. On the contrary, suoh people are culture -
carrying individuals who resist family planning for
quite rational, culturally constituted reasons.,

Indeed, understanding the cultural .aspects o the. Third
World has impertarit implicatiOns fOr.efforts here in

' the U,S. to introduce family Planning for minority
groups. Many studies, for example, have indicated that.
children' are a source of prestige in Mexican-American,
Puerto Rican, Italian-American and Black-American ,

communities. Among Black-Americans, efforts to liMit
faMily size are thought to be a conspiracy on .the part
of the power structure to engage in genocide 12-not
-culturecide.

Finally, what arethe implications offalily planning
for women in the world? Obviously, for those women
who live in cultures. where a small family it) valued
for economic, religious or aesthetic reasons, family
ulanning is desirable and should be encounaged. For
the majority of women, hcmever, whp live in non=
Western cultural contexts, it seems unreasonable to

`' encourage them to limit their procreative abilities
if this is accompanied by stress and anxiety associated
with abandoning one's oultural values.. At .the very
reast, efforts to introduce family planning should be..
limited to those women in the modern sectors of the
developed countries since such women have adopted
corresponding modern values.

Ques. Does your society have Some means of family
5raning, and what provisions are made for the aged?

Ans. One means of traditional family planning was
sexual abstinence, which was practiced bye both men sand
women. Sexual activity was consider est a taboo.once'
a woman was pregnant, until such time When:the infant

'was weaned. This varies from one to three or four
years. Although abstinence may have been practiced
by the man as well as by the woman, there was a way
in which a mdn could have his sexual needs met if he
desired. Society permitted the practice of polygamy,
and among a man's several wives there would always .

be a few who were not pregnant at the time others were.
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Regarding the aged, ovr society's practice is not to
ostracize thpm from their,-families and send thom, to
a home,fortheeldprly.. We do not have such en/insti-
tutile. My belief iethat to be sent to/such-1ln in-
stitution is to be sttgtatied as useleos, and'fpr
all practical purposes, dead.

Ques. In View of the importance of ch Idren and the
157grerred large familyz is there any r alization now
that with a limited amoun of food'the more childrPn
there are the less there is for each?

74'
t,

Ans. Ally society does not consider the situation as
such. We feel that the more cbildreri.one has.the'more
hands there are to work the land, and eventually the
more food there would, be for all tp eat. This would
be true in western industrial societies; it is not
true in ours yet. We have not been able to accomplish
this because we have had several natural disasters--
droughts, floods, etc.

Ques. "How do the-African and other Third World coun-
tries view the motives of theU.S. in regard to popu-
lation control?

, r

Ans. We view such motives as culturecide, and perhaps
genocide. Third World people do not understand
the motives. beind population control Programs. These
programs are viewed in a political way, with the be7
lief that one does not give nor receive anything for
nothing. There'must always be a motive liehind the
action, implicitly or explicitly.

Ques. Will there be a growing change to western
taffies or will,,African values remain traditional?

Ans. My society has a proverb--"Whoever leaves his
traditions is a slave." Of course, attitudes vary
fro0 country to country. In most African Countrie$
about 95% of the population are illiterate. This
means that many people still live in.rural areas where
traditional African culture still exists.

The a'tiqn of western technology does not necessarily
imply t at Africans haye to abandon their traditional
norms ana values. Japan car Ue as,a good model
since it as become one of t the fastest-growing indus-
trial nati nt in the world,and'yet still retains its
traditionalculture. Cultural values coo not have to
contradict ch other; they can be complementary and
create a new ynthesis.

The obvious adcantage of western cult e is technology,
but I am not asconfident of the advan ge of western
values. In thia country something calle "quality of

6 2 v
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life-is spOken of. It appears that that term deno
a life of reat material things, Which comes with
economic a fluence. When my. Society considers the

. qu lity ofllife we stress the ality of human re-
.

la ionship$.

Ques. The gove int of Kehya has requested:and re-
'j ceived U.N. as istanoe in family planning. Are you
. in agreement ith that governments position that

family plann ng.ie indeed something necessary? .

, .

.

'Ans. I ai'not-saying that we ehould notThave family

V/
p.lanning. My stand is that those countries as well

*ndi iduals who need and ask for assistance should
ve it. What I am againat, however,is-aid Whi,ch

is en with provisions,, and most aid is given this .

way. Some governments have various means of coercing
couplep to have fewekchildren, While family planning
might be necessary as a, master plan .on a worldwide

" basis, thrn-le are some individual countries in which
'I think it is not necesSary., , .

. _

Ques. You had mentioned earlier 'that .there is no
real starvatidn'tn Kenya, except in the northern part
Of the country because of thesdrought. . Wouldn't -
there be serious faMipe ',, government aid were stopped?

. Ii

Ans. We would sti,11 Vive as ourizrAndparents had,'

through embsisteyice ing, if governMen aid-were
, stopped. It must be emembered that the d our coun-

°'try
rect.-Ives does not feed starving Kenyan families.

. iMost of it is invested-in technology which is'in a
stins.a preparation for oar future as an industrial

. nati,ii. Are many, aware that most of our agricu'tural
and dairy products.are exported to' markets outside
the country?" Much of the assistance we receive is
used to produce better cash crops, such as coffee and
tea, for export. The foreign exchange we are given
in return allows us to b y finished, products from the
West. The difference be een the money we earn 4
selling our raw material and that which we. s a/10.°n )'

finished products is-li nse! In the area o actual
food production for Con umption, most of us are still .

on a subsistence_ level,

Ques. bo.you feel then that each countr should
support itself, and the U.8. should wit draw its aid?

Ans. The point I am -making is that despite all of
the technological knowledge the world_haa,developing

, :nations are becoming. poorer While developed, ones are
becoming richer. The gap is widening between both

o Hgroups of nations.' Something is wrong for such a
situation to exist at this point in.our world history.
No nat,..on-can live in isolation among other world
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nations. The questionNis not whether-nations should
or should not be involved with each other,. but what
kind of involvement shduld there be.

Ques. Do you think that the quality of life which
Africa could offer to Africans without aid would be
satisfactory to them?

Ans.
.

-Yes, positively. DO not confuse "quality of
Tile" with "aid." The aid we receive to industrialize
our country does not necessarily make our 'lives
"qualitatively". richer, Tethnologically, our lives
may be better, but'wermay have to sacrifice'dn'certain'

-ways. Consider the problems which industrialized
nations have to cope with -- ghettoes, pollution,'high
crime rates, human isolation. TheAfrican way of life
is 'not lacking in "quality" and "meaning." For every
traditonal problem we have had, we haVe also had a
traditional 'solution. Our traditional life is one in ;4.-
which all human necessities for survival have been '1":

provided for; that is, everybody has a home in which
to.live, has enough to eat, and qpthes to wear.
These -are human needs Which are met in some way. Human.,
wants are usuall7M-Tressed in the western idea of'
"quality of life". This is the significant diffe/4ence
in our. countries' conceptiong of this term. 4 :

, .

Ques. `I 'think that he idea of stbpping aid and. Snowing
back into a sysltm f supernationalism overlooks'some ,i,

really gignificant alterations since the feudal period,\*
and:hopefully a certain kind of sophistication in our
behavior has developed which embraces the world. Six
per.cent of we Americans cbnsume about 30% of the re-
sources-of the globe, and with that kind of imbalance
we cannot adopt the-attitude of leaving the rest.'of:
the world to take care of itself. It.is not possible;
for any c untry to,do.that, especially for one whichi
has lived off the rest of the world. We need some i

Modification' in the aid which we give, but-the ,notio
that we ou ht to withdraw all aid is not realistic.

Ans. I agree.

Ques. You'brought up the pOint that people's defin .-,
tion of the "quality of,life" varies. I think par
of the problem is that eople's definition bf over

::t

.population varies. Am scans tend to think of pop -
lation as people per s care mile, and therefore lo k
at other countriel,as/being overpopulated. But in/
terms of use of resojArces and land, and resultant
pollution, America is,the Most overpopulated couA ry
in,the world. , /

-/
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POPULATION AND ECON4IIC DEVELOPMENT

° Andrew Leighton. 411

I. would like to talk about three basic issues Which
popular discussion topics in terms of the relatio e-

tween population and economic development. The first
issue is a dispute in international circles which can best
be described as a continuum with socio-economic develop-
ment at one end and family planning at the other. The
dispute concerns the allocation of limited financial
resources in developing countries--if the final goal of
development programs is a general improvement in stand- .

ards of living, should funds go mainly toward population
limitation through a family planning.approach, or should,
a wide variety of socio-economic programs (health care,
education, social reforth; etc.) be emphasized?4 There
have been individuals,Qespecially in our country, who
have advocated a family planning approach. Many philen-
thropists have donated milliOns of dollars exclusively
to family planning. If we considered there to be a
trisis in population 20 years ago, there is more, of a
crisis now. Many people Teel that the most direct and
easiest way to attack the perceived population problem
is by family planning, by making means of cdntraception
universally available. It seems, however, that.the
problem is more complex.

This type of apprbach could formerly be characterized
by one Ameridan philanthropist, John D. Rockefeller,
who, ecently gave a very important speech at the
World Population Conference in BUcharest last August.
Rockefeller was self-described 'as a perton who for
fOrty years gave literally millions of dollars toward
a fairly limited faMily planning approach to solving
the world's population and social problems. At the
meeting in Bucharest with 130 or .140 nations in atten
dance, there were people wait to more or less attack
him on his stand, ,people who believe that his is a
scheme for rich people to keep themselves in econom-
ically superior positions while keeping poor people,
the "have- nots", in submission. As itturned out, in
his speech, which is called the "I changed my mind"
speech, :Rockefeller said, "I changed. my mind after
forty years; I found that family planning, is not nec-
essarily the only way to stop population growth and
to promote a more fuller way of developing human poten-
tial," He was saying that it is not that family plan-
ning programs fail, it is just that they are often in-
.stituted in relative isolation without other kinds of
development,programs. Or, more practically, the onTF4.-\:
time villagers would see a doctor was when the family
planning unit came through. Rockefeller contends that fam-.
ily planning is Still extremely.important but that-such
programs must occur in a. broader context, in a context of
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social and economic development which includes, among
other things, education for women and better health ser-
vices tolowen.child mortality and increase life expect- -

ancy. So, the Important thing is not only .providing the
methods of limiting'family size but the motivation,

_ as well. The first,issue, then, is socio-economic de-
velopment versus family planning.

The second issue of thethree is one which haabeen
discussed quite recently in economic circles in colleges
and universities and not among the general pullic because
it is abademic in nature- -zero economic growth. ,What is "

zero economic growth and'what would it mean for a devel-
oped coUntry,ae the U.S.? This -issue is extremely Om-

, plex and,iAvolves sophisticated ,economic concepts. Not

would and others would not. Instead-of dealing with this
al stems of the economy would cease growing; some

complicated lsue in a superficial manner, I will refer you
to my bibliography for detailed resources on this topic.

The third-and last issue which enumerate and then
.discusstriefly is certainly a pertinent one.from our
nation's standpoint--the presumed and actual effects
of 'an extremely low rate of !population growth; or of
zero population growth, on our economy. By way of intro-
duction, I think'it is important for all of us to realize
how close we are to zero population growth. To give a

. quick population history of the U.S.: The first census
was taken in 1790. Eirer since, fertility has declined
constantly from an extremely high level (an average of
about eight children per family; admittedly with the one
eRception of the post World .Wax baby boom which-took
plaCe between 1947-1962. The most recent statistics availL-
able show that our total fertility rate is at an allqtime
low; it is lower than in the earliest periods of the de-
pressiOn in the 1950s;,it;is bell* replacementoievel. (Re-
placement level fertility simply indicates that levS
reproduction at which the population will exaCil eplace

.itself -- an average of slightly over two child per
family) The average family size in the U . at this time
is slightly underapro_children. per fami ; however, for

"'reasons I'll'menTion shortly, this untrY is at least
half a century away .from zero pop ation'growth

It has been alleged that zero opulati growth,, or. even '

low rate of population sr, th such. s we are now experi-
encing,will cause econom stagnatio and cataatitophe--
whereas in actuality; t.-re'are defi ite economic benefits
to be realized from 0eridds of slow population growth.
In order to take .11 advantage of these benefits we must
understand our -tion/s demographic situation and appre-
ciate the fac that the future should bring considerable
changes in o way of life.
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Ques. What-do you as an economist foresee in the way
of life style changes?' 0

Ans. In terms of life style changes,'Lester Brown, ho

was one of our U.S. delegates to the world Food confer e
in Rome, said that the world is-on the verge of.one of
the great "discontinuitieS" of all time.- That is al*

inte4gsting word, open to individual interpretation.
What 'T.take it to mean is that the patterns of living
which have evolved during the last thirty.years*in this
'country are going to chpnge quite rabidly. What is
going to change? We can only guess at this time. The
automobile is certainly going to change so that not so.

much energy is used. Theis individualized means of
' transportation in its present size and with its presen
wasteful,intertal combustion.engine,is just to much
for our environment to bear. There will also beta' 19
change in dietary habits.

. . .

Some underdeveloped countries will realize the poten
tial for development in an extremely short period of ime*

. through wise use oftheir resources, combined with ea.-

sures designed to,raisb living standards. Again,, it.
is,important to provide people not only, with the(mealls
of limiting their families-,-btt with the motivation
as Ilell,,thi.dUgh education and other forms of soclo-
economb development-. This education should not only
be in the classroom, but also in the form ofexp iting

14
other indigenous educational opportunities; for exam-
ple, through agricultural extension services, Literary L
training, rural apprenticeship.programs, armed forces '4!,.

programs, etc: This should mean d tremendous need for
"teachers. Where do thef come from?

ri

Ques. Are developing countries for the most part now
spending what limited financial resources' they do have
in ways which most effectively promote economic devel-

opment and population limitation? A (_)*

e... -

Ans. What' is very difficult to ul, Merstand is why a .

country like Pakistan spends half its national budget
ors, military defense, But one c ,;t4gin to appreciate
the sif4etion.when the dispute e'r the Kashmir ai4a
with India is understbod. In ad ition,because India
developed a nuclear weapon, Paklibtah must reciprocate.
I am not sure what is going to bring people around.
Certainly itis not the idea that people are starving
to death--that.hag been going on for 'some time. The
question is what is it going to take?

.

Ques. I think there is a very grave statement 'being

made by some people, that money is going to solve all

our problems. Weare assuming we are the ones who can
supply the teachers and the money. What we are for-
getting about are the culture) attitudes 'of other

.
.0
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countries. We. feel we can epplv 7Nr soutio,%; to
everyone else's prol:lc.,mo. N-

.

Ans. The 'biggest proLlem thr,it hos oceurre4 in send-
Lug teachers overseas i a type of "cultural arrwAce".
Americans or people from the Western*Europonountries
.have a difficult time ad.justin tee foreman cultures
but the fact that we are able to sedd headier- to

cultures,

countries is something positive:
.

. . ,
.

. .

Ques. When these quedtions Are consideredpopulation
and economic developmentis-the question of equitable
ebonoMig development' onsidared? You talk about per

fcapita Income which isguises many things. Manytilses
people in'a developing country are asked to sacrifice
economically sothat money can be built up to keep that
cou try's econoMy'developing.

1
-

'Ans. We have gathered statistics from the Department
"15Y-Commerde thatthe average income in this country is
increasing by X% per year, but this simply does not
apply to the poorersections bf our country. ,Although

\

their actual level increases, in -5 relative sense:'
they are still tlase'to where they started out 20,years
ago.., Anotheristue is how can this growing disparity
of income eithei4 between-rich-foreign. nations and their
poor neighbors or within one*nation be justified? How
much longer can we increase this separation? That

"is exactly what is hppening in terms of world popu-
lation growth. The ticher countries' population .growth
has slowed or stopped and these nations are getting
richer.- The, .poorer countries' populatibn growth is.
'increasing and these coAhtries are getting poorell.

Ques. I have.read that one reason why some developing
cries. have had such high birth rates. -1. o becAuse
they were at one time.doldnial, The economics ot this
situation, for reasons'I am net familiar.with, caused

:them to have high birth rates. Before we blame -devel-
oping countries for their Own.cultural practiceslm .

should look back at our own earlier life 'style.
. .

. Ans. I agtee. A relative point could be made along --

. TETse lineS. The international boundaries in Central ,

Africa, for instanpe were drawn according to the whiM ..e
of Belgian; entrepreneurs looking for rubber. Belgiiiim
spliced through whole tribes and cultures, sorting.
them:intodifferent countries. /Oftentimes we haVe to
look deeper than the surface of things and must con-
sider the history of a situation to understand the
direction of historical develOpment:

Ques. Are we ever going to run out of any natural.
resource?
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Ann. A study has been done celled Limits to
' Growth., It is a computer study in which five°variabLes
were combined and extrapolated into the future in a

. .number of different olmmlations. The veriableo in-
cluded wore industrial output per'capita, income per
capeta4 population, Nliution, end resources. ATil

conclusion of the study was that our society could not
sustain itself under Present ievela of population.
and economic rowth until the year 2100, oven with im-
provements in technoloa% However, the study hao.bpen
widely criticized. It is said that the peOple who
conducted the study were too pessimistic in their
assumptions,' and so the study merely reflected this
attitude.

Regarding the possibility of our running out of mate-7
rials, onp argument'states that as a resource supply
becomes smaller the resource becomes more expensive,
and bebause this wi],l limit consumption we will nelter
really "run out" pf anything. We will stop using
certain resources because for one reason or anoth
they will become too difficult or too expensive t
bring out of:the earth, and we will have to switc
to other kinds of resources. The point is, however,
that with rapid population groWth we tend to limit
ourilong7term options and formulate the most immediate
solutions to a number of problems, the long-term
effects of which we do not always' realize.

Ques. There s a much more local problem in New
Jersey which js that certain very basic resources
which we ha assumed to be free resources, such as
water, are in jeopardy. Industry has felt for many
years that any body of water was the place to dump'',
its sewage,-and at the same time some people farther
down the steam thought it was a free place to tale
their water from without having to pay for it. All ,

thOwas needed was to add some chlorine to it. These
resources are in the hands (:),f so many different peo-
ple. There is just beginning to be a system of iden-
tifying the total resource. For example, we are
beginning to collect data on the Passaic River Basin

ill help us to regulate the uses of it".

As the population grows too fast in'northern New
Jerse we will have a water crisis. The area will
go from having free water to some really ridiculous
situation such as having to get its water supply from
upstate New York.

Ans. I would like to make a quick point which I have
neglected. That is, I have talked about how slow
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diakr population is griming in the 'U.S., which' is

true. But we should keep in mi.nd that parts of

this.country ve high growth rates, other parts are

p
growing more wly, while some areas are declining
in populbtion. To say this country's population is
growing slowly means it is growing slowlyas a whole,
while some Of.its segments are experiencing rapid
growth or no growth at all. Man people -do not real-
ize, for instance, that the 14d-wezern section of the
country is experiencing a prdhlem of depopulation.

Ouec-. We were talking about immigration before and
'one of the -things that troubles me.aboUt northern New
Jersey is that it is attracting people from other
countries and ether stated, who are coming in pore or
less illegally-. This has happened because we have
opened the door to substandard housing. As we become
richer And ether countries -poorer, are we not going to
have an attracting place for the underprivileged of ,

the world?

Ans. That is a tremendous issue It is going to
become more critical-politicallras a lower birth rate

,elevates it to a more important factor in our,annual
, population growth. Some People have already advocated
.. stopping immigration oompletely. In September of 1973

the New York Times Magazine carried an article by
Leslie Westoff entitled, "Should We Pull Up the Gang
Plank?". The article-raised the possibility of stop-
ping imMlgration completely because of the extent to
which it increases our population. This is a complex
political issue.

Oues-Perhaps life for the immigrants is better were
they came frompthaq it is here_for them.

Ans:A I don't know: In ore volume of the Commission's
Report there are-statements prom illegal immigrants.
There was a case in which twelve Mexicans were found
crowded into the central container of an oil tanker.
.The tanker same from a city on thegther side of El
Paso and was traveling to Chicago,:which would have
been its first stop. The Mexicans paid $300 each for
'the ride, and they rode In 4 to 6 inches of oil so
that when the tanker stopped for customs the driver
could turn onthe spigot and bluff full tank of oil.
Life 'is-batter for these'people here, even living.
under poor conditions, than it is in their .homeland. '

TQ answer r-an earlier. question on age structure, con-
sider this diagraM on the beard as the population Of
a country. On one side,are males and on the other are
tamales. The hdrizontal axis repredenta the percent
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Jf the total population. The vertical axis represents
ac--the higher up the pyramid the older the population.
A bulge or irregularity in population occurs when an
event like a war takes place. In the Soviet Union
there is a tremendous dent in the male side of the
population because of the many men killed in WW IT;
in our own population there ,is a bulge which reflects
the WW II baby boom. In order to get zero population
growth this bulge must move up into the reproductive
age, and that is what is happening now. Those people
who were born between 1947 and 1962 are now passing
through their reproductive years. They,are marrying
and starting to have children. Even if all of these
'people reproduce at a replacement level, we would have
to wait from 65 to 70 years for ZPG teoccur. That is
how far we are away from ZPG at the moment.

, There is another way to illustrate the baby boom: con-
ider two periods in American history--the period

from the end of WW II to 1965 and from 1965 to 1985.
We know how many 20 year olds will be in these seg-
ments because they have-already been born. So if we
look at these two 20-year periods, and look at the

. people who turned 20 years old in each, we will see '
" that in the earlier,period 48 million turned 20, while

in the later period 78 Pillion turned 20. That is
what is meant by afpopulation bulge. These people
all'have the potential to marry andto have children.
Population "momentum" has been built up by the WW II
baby boom. Even if we continue the present extremely.

" low level of fertility, which itself is unlikely, ZPG
i8 still at least a half-century away. It is impos-
sible to predict future trends in the birth. rate.
It neither, consistently follows nor precedes economic
indicators-7although generally in prosperity it goes
up, -There are many other issues which are at least
partial causes of today's low fertility: legalized °

abortion and widespread use of contraceptives cer- ,.

taionly play a part along with*changing lifestyles
and women's liberation: We cannot reallysay that
the economic crisis'is responsible for the decrease
in the 'birth rate. ..-

a,
.

I would like to talk about the relationship between
ZPG and the.eccir.omy. Traditional attitudes in this
country center around e growth mystique. Whenever
we have had population l" growth we have had economic.
growth; therefore the two hsave been causally linked:
many belie've a decline in population growth would
mean economic stagnation, that the economy would
cease to function. The demographic reali es are
that with a decline in population growth th work
force would become older; there would be fe r young
people in the population. But many take this to

' mean that because of its increased age the work force
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would be less imaginative, less opeh to change. These
are traditional criticisms of a slow rate of population
growth. A more realistic view is that if we had ZPG
4I1 the U.S. the average age of the work force would
increase from 27 to 37. Claims that an older labor
li'orce would be less innovative are simply not based in
fact; it is impossible to make. generalizations like
that. There are certain countries which are'at or near
ZPG today and which have extremely high rates of economic
growth. _West Germany, an economic giant, has one'of
the lowest rates of population growth in the world.

..--

We cannot make generalizations about an older or a.
yownger'work force. Technological advance, which is
so characteristic of our,country, works both ways in
the face of ZPG. It works positively for the older
members of the labor for in_that.the superior phys-
ical attributes of the oung are.less important. It
becomes more .imports to have skills than to have
strength.. It works gainst the older labor-force in
that.workers in a ociety with increasing technology
need more training. Older people sometimes have a
difficult transition back into the educational system
because of the'r own'attitudes; and the lack of adult
vocational trai ningining centers in this country. /
So ZPG means there would be a somelilhat larger Work
force, composed of people over 15 and under 65. Those
over 65 and under 15 form a dependent population which
must be supported by the rest of the population. A
slower rate of population growth means more peo ple
are earning and less, people are ikthe dependent age
categories. Regarding per capita Income, assuming
efficient current utilization of our recources, there
tends to be a higher per capita income with a slower
rate in population growth.

. .

Quo';,. I may be misunderstanding this. I remember
.

reading that as the population growth comes close to
ZPG the age of the work force increases, and because
we have high life expectancy there will be more peo-
ple in the over-65 age bracket. I.am thinking now
of social security--aren't there less people working,
trying to support more people as the older popula-
tion becomes larger? -,

Ans. You are correct in the sense that the number of
older people is constantly increasing and that expendi-
tures to social security will also have to increase. °

The number of people added to the social security sys-
tem would no be more than the number of disadvantaged
youth in the under-15 age category that would occur
in a fast growing population. yo explain more
clearly I recommend the Report of the Commission on
Population Growth and the American Future. So it is
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generally accepted that a lower rate4of population
growth means a higher rate of per-capits'income.

",.0'

I would like to make-three points: (1) Instead of think-
._ ing about socioeconothic development versus family plan--

ding,,we should think more abbut,docio-economic develop-
ment and family Planning. This is not an "either,or"
situatidn; these two concepts-must go hand in hand.
(2)."In till according to present trends, ZPG is ,

about 65 years away. This is calculated by the present
birth rates, which unfortunately are never stable. We.
'know birth rates will change; the question is, how
will they change? If they remain the same it will take
us at least half a century to reach ZPG. All these
statistical projections ignore immigration, which adcounts
for about a quarter of our annual national population
growth. (3).Probably the most important point is the
relationship of ZPG and the economy. I am trying to
dispell the myth that ZPG means automatic/stagnation or
economic decline. ZPG would mean much m§re spending
power for the individual, assuming that we make prudent
use of the resources we have available. Unfortunately,
we are not doing that at the moment. Most of these
conditions represent a kind of-new morality, which
Dr. Burke referred to as, ,"the basic restructuring of
human valueb." That is:what this is all about. We.

.can see that Ph this country it is not rampant popula-
tion growth that is causing problems; but rather the
inequalities of population distribution (three-fourths
of our population live on 2% 'of, the land), end our
affluent life styles.

. ,

After two/years of studying the possible effepts of
different rates of population growth on our econody,-
the MatiohalSomMispion on Population Growth and the
American FUtUlne'cbncluded: "We have looked for and
not found any convincing economic argument for con-
tinued national population growth. The health of
our economy does not depend on it, the vitality'of
business does not depend on it,-and the welfare of
the average person certainly does not depend on it:"

Ques. Ilsrould like to discuss the third, point. It
seems tb me that if we are going to have an increase
in.population which is already more oress predicted
in the next 0 years, then we May have a shifting
into anotherlitind of economy, a goods oriented economy,
in which it will become more expensive and more dif-
ficult to have goods of any kind. We could have a
continuing growth in the gross national product and
still not have more goods because the gross national
product is made up of both goods and_services, and
in a crowded society it is more likely that
people'will begin to pay for experiences rather than-
goods. For example, experiences which were formerly
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free to people, such as going into a wildlife preserve
or canoeing a river, will haves price. Because of
an increase in.population and so a greater demand for
the same experiences, we might have to apportion time
in the wildlife preserve or on the river, and make
:these experiences into services.

vAns. That is an astute observation. 'That subject
is talked about a great deal in the Commission's
Report--the trade-off between good's and services. The
liart.of.our economy which should always continue to
grow is the service sector. Other sectors of the
economy, such as manufactured goods (automobiles,
housing units, etc.), will expand or decline, depend..."
ing on the level of demand. The concept of GNP poses
certain problems-4-itwould be better if wepould come
up with a somewhat different measure of total economic
activity because GNP has become the standard of life.
GNP is simply the sum of all the goods and services
that are produced ina year. It does not tell us
about what economists calT"external realities" or
"social apsts," the smoke that comes out of a stack
and ruins someone's laundry.
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useful in teaching; past issue's have contained
teaching modules, evaluations of textbooks,
and descriptions of the effectiveness of
various teaching units.

"Teaching About Population," Intercom. No.. 72
New Yorkr Center\for War /Peace Studies (218

East 18th Street) 1973: 70 pp.' Paper. High
school, undergraduate.

Viedermaa, Stephen (guest ed.). "Population
Education," special issue of Social Education.
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. Vol 36 o. 4.' Washington, D.C.: National
Counci for the ocial Studies (1201 16th Street
N, April 1972. 143 pp. Paper. High school,
'dergrad e.

s explain the theoretical basis fOr both :

thy- dontent and ideological,approach to popu-, ow ,
tion in the United states; the-section on e ces

' includes comprehensive; annotations of teacher and
student material, written and audio-visuaY.

Y
f

'IX Reports on Budharest

Irtternatitnal -Planned Parenthood Federation (18-20
Lower Regent Street, London SW1Y 4 PW). People.
Vol. 1, No.'5, 1974. 52pp. Paper.

Special issue of quarterly-international
magpzine on,the World Population Conference and
the Population Tribune.'

. ovoL

;MaUldin.'W. Par1er, et al. "A Report on Bucharest,
4 The World Population Conference and The Popula-
tion Tribune,!' Studies in Family. Planning, Vol. 5,
No. 11, December, 1974 (The Populations Council,
Information Office, 245 Park Avenue, New York).
Paper. Single copies free.

Summary and asseftment of the August, 1974'United
Nations World Population Conference and Population
Tribune in ,Bucharest, Romania; caihtains a com-

--)parison of the,draft and 'the final World Popula-
, Plan.of Action.

United Nhtions. Department'
-Affairs. Concise Report
Situation in 1970-75and
tiots, New Yorlt. 1974.

of economic. and Social
On the World Population
Its Long--RangeJmplice-
Paper. /

Cdntains information on world population and its
'relation to fertility, mortality, migration,
school enrollment, urbanization, economic devel-
opment, and age structure; long-range implica-
tions of the current denlogra is situation are
alsp discussed.

United Nations. Center,for onomic and Social In-
formation. Development orum. 4neva. (Palais
des Nations, CH-1211 Geneva 10), 'Vol. 2, No. 7
Sept., 1974. Paper. Free.

Special issue of monthly internati onal newspaper
on the World Pppulatitn Conference and the
Population Tribune; a generally useful source of

.- information on international development.
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'United Natimil. Cqntre for EcOnomic and Social
Information. To Promote Human Welfarp.and
bevelowent, A Digest of thelBasic!IDevelopments
Prepared for The Wbrld Population.Conference.
New, York, 1974. 'Paper. 4

Contains summary of papers limn four.Cnited' °

. ,

Nations symposia: population aftd developialhntl,
:population, resowcs and the enviiionment; p2pu-
letion and the family;"pbpulatiron and human rights.

IV Economic Growth
.

.

Daly,. Herman.E. (ed.) Toward a Steady-State Economy.
San Francisco: W.H. Freeman and Co., 1973. 332 pp.

'I

Paper. LC 72-5710. ISBN 0-7167-0793-4.

. Collection of readings emphasizing the conflict of.

.--,.'I.,:conomi-c.growth with biophysical limits; social
c9nstraints and problems in the transition to a
steady -state economy;' and consideration of ethical
issues of the steady state.

,
u

See especially Boulding (pp. 121-132) and Daly
(pp. 149-174). Boulding stresses the finite
"closed"'nature of he earth, and defines his

ways of the past) and "spaceman economy" ("limited,
"cowboy economy" (" ckless, exploitative, romantic"

finite" lifestyles cLf the future). Daly discusses
"gxowthmania" - growth fOr growth's sake.,.

Meadows, Donella H., et al. The Limits to trowth,
The Report for the Club of Rome'sProject on the
Predicament of Mankind' New York: Universe Books
1972. 205 pp. LC 73-187907. ISBN 0-87663-165-0. .

Five variables were combined and extrapolated in
computer models which predict disaster'if present
trends in population and consumpitigiLcontinue..
Criticized for pessimistic assumptions, and for
"garbage in, garbage out" nature of computer models.
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POPULATION ANTS ETHICAL VALUES

Stephen

Clearly, virtually everything eve. do and say consciously
and unconsciously is involved with a valqe structure,,
The word "over. that we hear SO:much in front of words
14ke population and crowded is',:elearly a "value laden"
term. "Overpopulation" is simply what I think it to be.

What I think desirablecin terms of population and what
-you think desirable are probably very different kinds
Of things. We have to realize7bhat'Whenever we are
talking about values in a classrOmvwe-arepconcerned
with valueeduCatidn; There are certain irrefutable
facts--the World is growing, at'a rate of about 2% a year,
and:4if this continues we will double our population in

years. The choicesI make in u4ing.these-facts, simply

)

b cause we cannot report every Tact,,,are value decisions.'
Do ,.ny of you 4now'what propdrtion 6f populatibn growth

: in particUlar year tomes'from immigration into the U.S.?
It a ears that 20% of American poliblationfgrowth each
year '1. the last 30 years/roughly 400,000 per year, is
the result of legal immigration.' (A t tal of 2 million

WI'
is added-to the U.S.:populationeach y ar.) We must also .

remember to add illegal icii some people
estimate to be an additiOnal 600,000 per year. Is this
a goof or a bad thing? If we go back in our own history,
remembering the phrase at the bottom of the Statue of -

Liberty, we will see that we'ete concerned with a set of
values. a

.What'should be done? One possibility is that if we feel
the U.S. is "overpopulated" We should put aft.end to
immigration. But what doesthis mean in terms of tra-
ditional American values, the "land of ppportuni "?

We are back again to a question of values.

We often hear discussion of optimum levels of pop ation--..,

the population of the U.S. at the moment is abo' ,212-214..
million people-. Are We "overpopulated", is th the right
pop510.ti are we "underpopulated"? s to decide,.
on what b is?, an asic ecision on this at '-

a national evel? We hear such talk about the issues
family.pla .ix g and genocide in some elementsfof the
black and_ mi ority communities and-from native Americans.

''From their. p nt of view perhaps America is "overpopulated"
with white mi le-class Americans,but "underpopulated"
in terds of bl =cks and other' minorities. Again,'how'do
We decide what s optimal in population?

e

Considering the
are advantages.
urban areas. Th
optimizing certa

ssue of where one,wants to live, there
d disadvantages toboth the rural' and
se who live away from the city are

things- -it -is usually safer, there
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is a great degree of freedom to move about, some say
there is more friendi.iness., But to live in the suburbs
is to Ove up certain goods.and services, certain
schdola and medical facilites, /to name a few things,
which:are a product of the scale of the large city's
economy. Despite the.glorLfication of the rural Area
it is a °fact that 75% of Americans live gn roughly 14%
of the land. The urban centers are theplaces where
most people apparently Want to be.

I thi it:is important for us'to remember that poi*
lation changes through three processes and only three:
1) fertility 2) mortality and 3) migration. I say,
thiebecause.if one were to read the popular litera-
ture onewoula gdt the mistaken impression that there -'
is only one problem=.-that 4s growth,t and according to
this literature it seems to Occur because of Increased
fertility:. (In reality fertility haS stayed the same
on declined;" but growth ,has resulted because portality
has' declined taster-.) The fact is that the problem is
not only that of growth. 'Populations grow, but at
different levels of aggregation they stabilize and in
some cases decline. In trying to define the problem -
of population we have to define where the learper is
at a ,giverf time, How many of you have seen The Last
Picture Show?, Did many of you think of it as a popu-
^lationfilm? This film shows an example_of'one of
-the most,terlous Population problems in the U.S. today--

_the pibblem ofde4ine. 'The-Census Bureau after the
census in 1970 put out a map showing the U.S. by county
and year of highest population. What'it shows is sur-
prising-.-there is a group og well Over 100 .counties that
had their highestpopulation in 1900 br before. In
.the period between 1960 and 1970 half tile counties in'
the U.S. lost population.

When we think about population problems we tend to
think of growth'problems. We fail to take into account
the fact that if one happens to be living in that par-
ticular county in Kansas which is declining in papilla*
tiOn, one's perception of population problems. is quite

* 'differ6nt from that of the person growing up in the
urban megalopolis area of New"Jersey. I want to em-

-phastze that populations grow, stabilfze and decline 'N
'depending on the lavel.of aggregation.

/ .

'T thihk that one mistake we make ig to start off with
the assumption that we now4fhat the population
fiproblem" is. This is 1 ortunate for two reasons:
first, elementsof the A.roblem are not clear enough,
particularly. when,we.,c n ider the. consequences of

.0
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% different.forms of population change, especially on
4 the local'level. Second, as educatots we'lose the value

of problem definition in the educational process. The
issue of problem definition I think is exactly where
we enter into the realm of values. Whtt.is a problem?
Firt there must be soinekinct of ideal, some stan-
dard of what one- would like the world to be like. The
second pvt of problem definition is an empirical de-
scriptioff of the reality in which one finds'oneSelf.
The distance between the reality and the ideal,is the '

problem, and population problems are.that portion of
the total problem that can.be iddhtifled with population
processes (fertility, mortality and - migration), andpopu-
lation characteristics such as sex, population distri
butiOn, educational levels, etc. This process is an
essential one if we are seriously concerned with pro-
blem solution.

0

An example of the importance of problem definition,
regarding the worldrfood crisis, was the.discussion
at, the World Population and Food Con;erences in Bucharest
and'Rome on the relationship of population and food.'
th,ink we have to distinguish between short-term and 4

long-term solutions to probleMs. If we are concerned-
'with the short-term solution to the food' problem, popu-
, latioh is not a fundamental issue. There ere very

15 few things we can do in a short time to deal with,
population processes to make the food distribution
better. ,X1poliat of factif. the U.S. continues its pre-
sent levels of fertility of slightly under two children
per:family it will take approximately seventy years for
us,to achieve zero population growth, because allof
those babies who are now born will have to have their'
two children and the age pyramid has to work Ats way
through until something like ap age-rectangle appears..

-Another example of the importance.Of problem definition
and problem solution relates to values. If the American
pdpulation were asked a true or faISe questionssuch,a8
this:'poor and black people. are responsible, for popula-
tion growth in the U.S. - -the answer, would probably be

for' 60 to 80% of the populatibn. The answer is
actually "false.w Population growth in the U.S. has *

' resulterfrom white middle -class Americans. Unless one
looks at differentialfertility rates one does riot come
up will solutions that are viable. -;-

Still, anotherexamPle concerns' the 'issue of environ-
ment and pollution as they relate to population. My
office is on the 40th floor of a building in centraa-

,ManHattan. Most of the time as a result of pollution
'levels it is every difficult for me to see up to Central
park and certainlyto the George Washington Bridge.
During the taxi strike a few years ago it was surpris-
ing to me that the visability was considerably better.

8 4
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The population did riot. change. One. tarts estion-
ing the issue of,8onsumption and tee
to pollution. My story is an.anecdo y of point-
Ina out again' the Importanceiof prob; efilaition at

-a way of,A.solatihg the variables in order! to come up
With,Some'sbrt of viable solution.' The answer is not
-nede5sarily.debreasing the number of-people in
neting that N.Y.C. has not grown during the last two
or-three census years, but rather 4n dealing with con-
sumption-technology issues---our reluctance to use
buses rather than cabs and the inadequacies of the
internal combustion engine. There may be many rea-
sons'wty one wants to deal, with pcpUlation issues in
/this contex but it is not necessary to reduce popular

.

tion in order to accomplish a likewise reduction in
/ pollution.

Now that we have defined that, prOblem, the next issue
is the role ofvalue8 in dealing with the solutions

these problems. -For example, today thg question was
raised about the vasectomy campsin India. It was sug-
gested that people would consent to having vasectomies
by being promised a transistor radio. Is an incentive
such as a transistor radio,.or to pUt it differently,
is a one- dollar 'incentive coercive if a. person is mak-

.
Jilg one hundred dollars a week? We then go to the
next stage, and, ask, is a tendollar incentive' coercive?
Are one - hundred or one-thbusand dollar incentives coer-
cive? The argument is made that the, person involved is
bettering his life by accepting, this arrangements But
the tither argument also -array be made:, doeS he haVe a
Choice when his income is tripled; Particularly when
he 'does know the full consequenceS of his action? The
issues are complex and have to be looked at-within a
cultural context.

Four values that have been isolated as potentially im-
portant in analyzing population policy prescriptions
in the U.S. are traditional American ideals of free-
dom, justice, the general welfare, and .security and
survival: Those of you interested in this particular
question should refer to the item on the bibliography
which is the Task Fbrce Report for,, the U.S. Population
Commission on "Ethics and Values and the American Tra-
`dition," which-talks;about these particular values and
relates them to a whdle range of population policy

Related to*this is the value of responsibility to pre-
sent and future generations. If you are the,preSident
of BangladeSh at the moment where 'starvation is real,
do-You put what is by necessity a limited budget into
gruel kitchens, inadequate though they may be, in order
to maintain the lives of those who arethere, or do you
put that portion tor the budget into family planning
and population programs,, which are more related to
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future than present generations. ,I don't have the

answer to that question but, I suggest that it is

one of the complex issues one has to face.
s

Furthermore, in a society like the U.S. we have to

'realize that we are no-e-talking about a homogeneous

society. We have already referred to the different

0 attitudes of native Americans, Blacks; and Chicanos,

among others.

Certainly there are differ views am ng religious

groups.. Religious issues rel to to co traception 'and

certainly abortion. In talki about p pulation issues

we have to 1-y ...to avoid the oversimplification!about
broad aggregates as though they really represented the
group to which we are dealing. I think this means that

we as educatou have something that is increasingly
difficult to do in programs that are often centralized,
'and that is to start it-iEe the learner is. Going back

to The Last Picture Show, the'perception of a problem
is rela757to the values. of the person involved. A
student,in central Kansas, for example, would bring to

the population issue a"different set of values than the

,.child from the bAck.ghetto of ;Newark. We must begin
With a recognition of the different values and differ-

ent perceptions involved or the issue is lost at the
beginning. I think the issue is obviously one that

cannotsbe value free. Any selection of facts and c±t

are bound, into one's unconscious or conscious under-
standing of the probleM; but we can try to. be value

fair in the sense of presenting a range,of views, and

a iasisting the individual in the' process of explWring-
nis or her own vaues.

I think the biggest problem is what I would call "un

conscious bias," I, received in the mail recently a
ypcurriculum outline on environmental education from the

." state of Indiana. I was struck by the fact that one
of the-concepts they are trying to teach is something

. that is relative. They state,. they Want to "illustrate
how population concentration can affect pleasurea-com-

-ing from the'leisure time activities of camping; hik-

ing, sports, etc.-I? I would argue'that there is an anti-

urban-ties in this statement, because my particular
pleasures, and I happen to be an urban person, are

I am trying to emphasize that we have to start raising

to the level of consciousness many'of our unconscious

biases. We also' have to develop in our students a

healthy skepticism of "facts." One example is the
reporting of the Eaw York Times on the population con-
ference held in Bucharest. I found the Times clippings

9n my desk when I returned-from the Conference. Clearly

S6
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my perceptions of what happened there and the percep-
tions of Gladwin Hill, who was the New York Times
correspondent, wereNery different. The Times'
editorializing, which represents one particular set
of values, stated that the Conference was made up of
a lot of talk or "demogogery," as the word was used.
This perception is different from the perceptions I
have of the benefits of the Conference. I am not
necessarily saying that the Times is wrong and I am
right or alternatively, but I aM saying that I think
we have to assist ourselves in being skeptical of the
things which purport to be scientific.

/.
I could gi.ire you a list of quotes related to the food
issue; I suggest-for example Paul Erlich's classic
book, The Population Bomb, which is a ,superb exercise
in working with the cYgggroom on values and how value
issues may get in the way of the understanding of
science. ,I may also suggest that you who have not read
"The Tragedy of the Commons" by Garrett Hardin, might look
at the BSCS film version of it, which is remarkable
and extraordinarily useful in bringing out,the value
issue of population. Just one example I will give--

_there is a scene in the film in which the narrator is
saying "I have a gun, it is mine,th efore I may use
it." There is an explosion, the sc en goes white,
and the next scene is thatci the birt of a baby.' It
is interesting that the baby is black; there are
values in mind. In both cases above the authors are
respected scieniipts who have, in my view, gone ,beyond
the boundaries of their science, and what is known,
and have become polemicists. This makes their work,
in the hands of a knowledgeable teacher, useful in
training properly sceptical miniqs. .

...a
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GENERAL SESSION4- POPULATION EDUCATION

Stephen Viederman

I would like to begin by giving what I believe to be a'
viable definition of population education. Firstly,
population education is relevant education, relevant
not only in the sense of being timely, but also in the
sense of having a long-term importance'aince it is
a preparation for the future. It is interesting to
note that the first call for _population edUbation in
the U.S. came in"1943 with the population at 135.7
million. The problem as then defined was, ndt population
growth as we now view it, but population decline, as
addressed in a pamphlet by the National Education Asso
ciation. The "baby boom" has since put,an end to that.
Certainly, population education would have relevance
under any circumstances. fr,

Secondly, population education is problem-defini edu-
cation. It is concerned with phenomena which manifest
themselves at all times and which are concerned with
people.. Populations grow, stabilize and decline=-we must
look at all of. these aspects of populations and not
simply assume that the only problem is that of growth.
Population education is a part of population policy,
both in the U.S. and overseas, but it also can be looked
at as part of education policy. It wy change with

anand effect change within the education 1 systefn by
Q focusing on another aspect of population education, namely,
the concern for waltzes.

Population is both a substantive and value area. Pro-
> creation, consumption, migration and distribution are
tpriVate acts, but they are acts which have both private
and public consequences. Because of this fact the in-
dividual's relationship with society is a crucial one;
and it must be considered ip any populations education
program.

4o

Most of us here are concerned'with school education.
I think it is important to emphasize as Dr. Burke did
that population educatiitn end environmental education
are not synonymous witICschooling. Education, and learn-
ing in particular, takes ,place in a variety of settings,
some planned and others uhplanned.,As educators in
developing programs we first,have to define what we can
legitimately and relevantly do within our own education
system, and also what the.dystem will bear. Wemust
look at what is being done through'edUcational televi-
sion programs, the girl'scout 'and boy.scoufgroups,
etc. Hopefully, in the process,c0 educating the students
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we will also be indirectly interacting with t
parents.

Beginning with the assumption that no educat on can
. be strictk'Y value free,' and that education programs and

the selection of facts-in these programs are based on
our own value frameworksi I would;argue:that popula-,
tion education should at least be value fair. We should
try to view the learner as an inquirer, and not adopt
the attitude which some are activist organizations have

'of imposing values, upon/others. Such a form of imposi-
tion can reach the point whereby, the.right answer to a:

. question stick). as, "what should the ideal family size
beri beComes "a two-child family." We Should instead- )

pursue a:More open-ended and.vless conclusion- oriented
type of education.

A better definition of pOpuIation education might be
as followss first, iVis an:educational process in which
the learner is hp3,ped in understanding the causes and con-
sequences of population phenomena'for himself and his
community. Second, it assists the learner in defining
for himself and his community the nature of problems '

associated with population processes 0Which include
fertility, mortality, ,and migration (,and we tend to
forget the latter two in popular discUssion), and popu-

'lation characteristics--age, Sex, marital status, educa-
tion, ethnic groups, etc. Third, and most. important,
population education is an educational process which
assists the learner in assessing the possible ways
which the society asa whole and the person as an in-
dividual can respond to and influence these operations.
The'eillphasis, here is not only On present generations
bUt.afso :orl our relationship to future generations.

, .

For a goon discussionof the goa14 of population educa7
tion, I would refer you to the collection of teaching
activities in.Ootions: A Study Guide to Populaticnand
the Amerj.can Future. ,There is an assumptiOn on many
people's part that population education is population
control education, which/Strives to influence people.
not_to have more than two children. The book mentioned
is useful in that it underlines the openness which a
good educational program must have in dealingiwith
popular conceptions regarding population. The goals,-,
as stated in the book, are to assist the individual
in understanding how population processes,affect
him, how his own,actions affectthe society as a whole,
and to help him in acquiring some knowledge of the
basic processes of population. He will be able to evaluate
what actions might be taken in order to be, to use the

.-Vords of Dr. Burke, "a socially,feSponsible individual."
This I think is the main concern of population education.

89.
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Horsley, Kathryn, at al. Options: A" Study Guide to
Population and the American Future. Population

--, Reference Bureau, Washington, D.C. (esp. pp.20,21)

Godfrejr Roberts

.

I would like to discuss some of the concerns which
Stephen Viederman expressed in attempting o define
population 'education, and look-at the ident fiable
-approaches to popUlation education which ex st. ,

One_suchiappi4ach is by value inquiry. In'thistapproa
the learner is presented with alternate viewpoints, and
is given a set of guidelines by which he may make
informed choiceS". The-basis of this idea is the large
volume of information which is available, in the area /
Of inquiry. Two important Contributions-in the area o

are ths curriculum material which ,Byron Massialas and
John Zevin have developed,-ahh. Jack Nelson's book,
Population and Survival.

Another approach to population educatidn on which
Stephen Viedermafi has worked is one which begins with
the immediate envivonment of the student,;-911d then
focused on the concerns of the community, society, the
nation and the,,world.

A third approach i that suggested by David Buradon
at'UNESCO which states that population education should
consist of thrgesareas of concern: 1) population
dynamics,, i.e., deMographic education, 2) family living,
and 3) reproductive education. Burlson suggests that
value analysis should be discussed in all three areas
o' concern, and these areas should be included in
the broader sphere of ,environmental education.

The fourth -approach is the Asian Regional UNESCO defi-
nition of population education, "...the purpose of de=
veloping in students rational and resporisible attitudes."
This definitien.of population education implies a value
position. Once a responsible attitude is determined,
students are taught to develop an awareness based on
an established position.

Another approach to population education:is purely a
demographic approach, i.e.,-citing only demographic
changes without including other aspectS of population.
Many South American countries' population education
programs are simply:demographic edudation; Because of
cultural and religidiA constraints it is sometimes
difficult to developsall areas of concern of pOpulation.

r



The last approach is,
approach, which is e
of environmental edu

'done at the Universi
ceptual scheme, irw
system and is subjec
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the population-environmental
'tted into a broader framework
ration. Such work, which is being
y of Delaware, uses a broad con-
ch man is a part, of the natural
to its limitations: ,

I would like to raise one other question that as teachers
we should consider, * ich is how we should introduce
population education $1 to an ex sting program. Three
different approaches e: 1) introduce_a_coursq\in
population education, 2) introduce a unit of the sub-
ject (these,two approa es have significant problems
because most teachers e teaching an already over-
crowdedburriculum and eveloping any new unit becomes
a problem),'3) infuse p pulatiOn concepts-into the
existing curriculum- s has been attempted in some
countries with conSidera le success.
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Jack L. Nel on

- I would 1 e to conclude our ge eral session on popu-.
lation e cation by mentioning e one word which may
have be used more than any oth r in the conference
values There are current ducaional problems which
seem to illustrate the v ry thin about which popula-
tion problems are center d. Curt cular and instruc-
tional problems are value problem Regarding\plpu-
lation educati0h, there are value' roblems as to where
a program should be included in th ,curriculum, why
it should be, and instructional con erns as how does
ape teach it if one wanted to. So ricular choice
are value choices, as population its lf is a values
problem depending on'where in (the would one happens to
be. .4-
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Besid realizing t at_populati n is a values question,
we sh ld alsp know that it.is lon-disciplinary.. It

is,no only a socialzstudies question as mank seem to
think, but it also involves science, Literature, voca-
tional subjects, and physical education. It is im-
possib e to. deal with population as a put!ely'Westorieak
problem a natural-Science problem, or a sociological
,problem It embraces all of these eas. I

4

Another aspect of the population problem is that it
is non/a e-specific. Since everyOne,s..is involved in
some popllation sector at every time of'one's life,
population education should_be considered an on-going
eduoat$,0 I experience.

The batio,purpose, of all edUcatioh is to assist students
in.develoing the means of rational decision making.
It is the ,esponsibility of the schools to provide
assista'ce to students in examining whatever factual
data and,y ewpcints of knowledgeable people are avail-
ablegin th fi61d. Students should also be offered
theopRort ityto raise and test their ,own hypotheses.

9 2
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Barry Commoner

There are several facts regarding population which-are
clear: the population of the world is getting larger,
and this process cannot go on.indefinitely because
there are limits to the resources, for example food,
that are needed to sustain, life.

Like all living things, human population has a ten-
45-pcy to grow exponentially. In an exponential rela-
tionship'any given event has an influence on subsequent
events. Every new generation of children will producs
a larger future generation. In contrast, the supply
of resources such as fossil fuels is limited. .Even
dinething that'is produced cyclically--food--i6 limited

because there is no evidence that every unit of food
produced brings forth the production of more fOod.

.

These facts constitute the Malthusian idea, which is
that,sincechRtan population rises.exponentially, and a
resource sucn as food rises linearly, eventually

' o there will not be enough resource to support the popu-
lation. This is a scientific fact, and one which
everyone who is concerned with population can agree is.
true. Some details regarding population can be argued;
for example, how fast various populations are growing.
The fact, though, that the growth of human populationst
is exceeding the production of resources needed to
support it is a statement which no one can successfully
dispute.

When we proceed from that simple statement in trying
to analyze the problem,. and begin to determine what
forces are involved, the problem becomes extraordinarily
'complex. The simple statement--the limit to the graw.pf
of humap"populatian is imposed ors it by the inherent

its of the earth's resources - -is a useful idea but
abstract:

. .k

One of first errors we make Is to view population
as a glob whole, whereas actually the problems of
population- different in various parts of.the world.
To view the p 1. ems realistically it is necessary to
determine the.0- - -s 'of the discrepancy between the
rate of populatio/ix, owth and the available resources.

--.,

The.current views (t)E. expressed are neither simple
,:.

nor unanimous. I woulo% ike to present several differ=
ent ones.

9 3
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One view is that Since,popUlatiOn grows thioUgh%
biological process, the fertility ofhuman beings, the
only way to bring about the ..cessation of growth is
to control fertility by Various methods. I must note
here,that,I think the-question of population control
is a matter of civil-rights. The issue is simply
whether, human beings-have the right to determine for
themselves how many children or how few children
`they will have. My position bn this issue is that
contraceptionj.s.e.civil right that any human being
ought to have and it is as important as-:any other
civil right,-

However, the. issue now being considered is another
aspect of popUlation control which is a social pro-7
cess, the governance by society of the procesS of
reproduction, the control of the popdlation of a
nation.

Aerie approach to the probleNof overpopulation is j

family planning. This is the., most gentle way of
guiding people into self-limiting-their famjclies, "
by educating them as to the problems of overpopula-
tion and providing contraceptive information.

There is another position which holds that people
shoUld be legally forced to regulate their fertility.
I would like to,quote a statement from Kinsley Davis
on this view: "If people want to control populations
it can be done with the knowledge already avail ble.
Foriinstance, a nation seeking to stabilize its
population 'could shut off its immigration and _per--
mit each couple a maximum of two children, with a
possible license for a third." (1) This is,simply
a legal statemelt of What one isallowed to do, and
this is obviously'a'way in which'the population can
be controlled. -

There is a third approach which states that if among
nations there is a nation or group of peoPle which
is unwilling to regulate its own population the
face of diminishing resources, then other nat ns
should.coerce or enforce a limitatiOn on that popu-
lation, by withholding .food and other support. This
is the so-called "lifeboat" ethic. The statement .\\

of the ethic, from Garrett Hardin, reads, "So long \
nations multiply at different rates,. survival

req es that we adopt the ethic of the lifeboat.
A lifeb t can hold only so many people. There
are more than two billion wretched people in the
world, ten times as many as in-the U.S. It is liter-
ally beyond our'ability to save them all. 'Both
international granaries and lax immigration pplicies
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must be rejected if we are tg save something for our
grandchildre;I:"(2)

That statement has behind it a ew which is even
more explicit. Again from Garre Hardin, "Every
day we Americans are esmaller non rity. We are in-'
creasing at only 1% a,Y'ar while th world increases
twice as fast. By the year 2,000 one person in 24
will be an American. In 100 years only one in 46
will be. If the world is one great .commons in which
all, 'ood is shared equally we are lost, Those who
breed faster will replace the rest. In the bsence
of breeding control .a policy of one mouth an one

---.-meal ultimately produces one"totally misdrab e world.
In a less' than perfect world the allocation of rights
based on territory cane defended. if. a ruinous
.breeding race is to-be avoided. It is unlikely that
civilization and dignity san'survive everywhere,
but bitter in e'few places than in none.. Fortunate
minorities must act as the trustees:of a civilize/
ton that-is threatened by uniform good intention6.

. ,

Parts of the world are unable to support their
population. If we do not do anything about the pro-

' blem We will all go2dpwn. We have to let those
that are unable to support themselves go under so
that the rest can survive."(5) There is even a
glroposel,to delibetetely withhold food from starv-
,ing countries becaqDt that is the quickest.way to
see that tpe populatiCn is controlled. . ,

.

.

. There.is another tpproach to the limitation ofjpOpu- .

lation which is-eeny quite different from all of
the preceding iinego-itre w is personally think _

is supportedimosteffectively by what we know today.
Before I describe-it.I"Would like to make a few
generel statements about the relationship between
the populationsprOblekand.biology. To,study the
population of an insect'ig a biological problem;

characteristics of he growth of this particular
po uiation eile Wholly understood by understanding
the biological factors Populations of human beings
'cannot Be described solely by biological factors.
'For example, the population pf France for two cen-
turies remained absolutely in balance. This was
in the 1800s, long.before modern' contraceptive
techniques. Itmey be assumed that this balance
indicates the population did not have enough food
for averyone,'and so the resulting death rate

abal ed the birth rate. That assumption is false.
The p pulation of France was ultimately balanced
becau e of the civil laws cf"inheritance. The
1.6ws of inheritance were such that .if there were
too many sons in the family the landlholUngs
would-be split, andthe fattily would lose itWability -' .
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to run an agricultural operation. The French under7
stood this and therefore limited their families.

Another example of how population is influenced.
4 , by the social and political climate is thp Soviet

Union and Romania, where the need for a growing
population depends on political outlook.

So then, the science of hum population is not a
biological science, but r er a social science.
What people privately thi is a matter of sociology
or politics; it is not a m tter In biology. Now
obviously biology is involved, but the governing
factors that manipulate the changes in-birth rate
and death rate shouldpbe of,our interest. These

. factors are largely in the-realm of society. I
would like'now to consider what social science,
and particularly dembgraphy, has to tell us about
the science of humaapopulations.

There is a very good book by E.A. Wrigley--
Population and History--which summarizes what
demographers now know. DemOgraphers have delin-
eated a Very complex network of factors that in=
fluence birth rate and death rate and therefore
the rate of growth of a population. 'I will state
them briefly.

Population iSifibreased if the birth rate gbes
up and decreased if the death,rate goes up. I
one sense population is obviously under the in-
fluence of birth rate and death rate,- but there

'is a circular loop in this phenomenon. The ques-
tion of a couple's motivation for a certain
number of children is an important influence
on the birth rate. For example, sociological
studies have determined 'that many people desire
.to have sons so that they will have someone to
look after theth when -they become ,polder. If a
son should die in infancy, the parents are usually
stimulated to have more children in an effort
to replace that son. The n4xtchild may be a
daughter, and so the couple-will continues to
have more children than they really want until
they =have a son.' This is the aspect of the
death rate-that,does not reduce the population- -
it increases it. AC high infant dortality always
restilts in an increased motivation to have children.
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When ;he population.rises it is possible to elevate'
the 600nOmi-,c activity of a coUntry and to have a divi-

,.-Sion.04'labor-. 'When this happens educational oppor- .

tunities\increase; young people stay in school longer
than they otherwise would. When youngwoMen-and young
men' stay in_school (but the most important e ±feet is
on women),''their age at marriage , They tend not

.

to',"'merrKas eaigY and that-Is tilemoSt'powerful factor .

. in limiting the birthtate. The Chinese limited' their
birthrate in recent years by enormous Propaganda to
have young people delay three-years in their age at .

marriage'and three years in the birth of their Children.
This lim s ibhe birth rate quickly. SC here is an in-
Crease Th the population which generates a lower. birth.

'rate i.stead,of a higher birth rate, tktrough,the mech-'
anism of economic activity, more education and a delay

--in the age of marriage. It is absolutely false toIre-
.

gard;.the growth of a population of himan beings as -.
being simply the resultant of birth rate and'death rate.

An analysis of these factors reveals an interesting
process which'apparently has governed the growth of
the populations of all developed countries that we
know of in Europe. To use England _as an example, the
population in England was constant before 1600. It
had.a high birth rate and a high.death rate and the
'two were balancech Bdginning around the time of the
.industrial -and agricultural' revolutiOn the pop Lion,
started rising, and in the.1800s went into anilkOnen-
tial ride. The result wawa population explosion. I

do not know mat the conditiOn is In England now, but
I suspect i-tis somewhat like our own in-that the Bate
Al .growth o4 population has leveled off. The statis-
tical curive created is an S-shape curve. Demographers
undestand the fordes which gave rise to the shape of

,... that curve, ancrI, will attempt to explain them.

First
;
why is it that thepopulation starts .growing?

Research indicates that'the time in a country's
history when the grow'th rate rapidly starts to increase

. is ,the time in which thetandard of. living begins to
rise.' Using England again as an example, as a result
of the industrial'and agricultlepal revolution the
production of goods per capita-160d, clothing, housing,
fuel--indreesed. When the per capita prodUction began
to rise, people had more to eat and better waYaof
keeping warm in the winter, and so the death rate
rapidly began to decline. The death rate declined but

.the birth rate remained constant. As that happened
the gap,between the two grew bigger and a rapid rise
in the population resulted. This occurrence has taken'
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place in every European country. It is a fact
that a rise in the standard,of living allows
people to liye longer; in particular, children do not
die es often in infancy. The death rate drops but the
birth rate remains constant since people. have accepted
a given level of fertility. -As a result, the population
starts rising.

An examination of data reveals thtt after 30 or 50 years
the birth rate begins to decline. This prevents the
*growing gap between birth and death rates from becoming

1

. larger; the growth of the population is slowed down. As
the death rate continues to fall there comes a point .

in which the birth rate begins to drop very sharply.

Using the example of England again, at the time of the
agricultural and industrial revolution the English peo-
ple' were accustomed to having everyone in the family,
including the children, work; The limited resources
were such that children had to work. It was necessary
for families to be large because that was the only way
in which people could support themselves. As more chil-

-dten continued to live couples ti*gan to limit their
family site. A child working ina mine or factory is
an economic asset; a child sent to school is an economic
liability. When the economic circumstances change,
when children no longer must work but can go to school,
familiesibecome smaller.

At the.same time, with the rising standard of living
in society, people can expect the state to provide for
their old age. In Sweden, for example, as social ter-
vices increased the population began to decline.. The
economic value of a large family is therefore lesSened.
The rising standard of living first aecelerate8 the
growth of the population and as it continues to rise
the population sloWs down and levels off. This is
known as the demographic transition.

Let us consider now the demographic transit -ion as tit
relates to developing countries. All countries.are
going through the transition, but some have not arrived
at the last phase. There is .a fact concerning develop-
ing countries which is seldom mentioned, and that is
they are all former colonies. A connection exists
between .the facts that these countries were .colonies
and their populations are rising rapidly.

-93
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et the Dutch colonized Indonesia' they brought in
06tors,.road builders, various technicians, agricul-

ists, and the standard of living in the Indonesian
'populatioii began to riael. What was previously a bal-
,4anced population with a high death rate and a high
,"birth rate went through the first step of the demo--
'graphic transition -=the death rate dropped and the
birth rate remained high. This is a natural phenomenon.
The standard of living began to improve and the death
rate responded immediately. However, the second stage
of the-demographic transition.which is the' consequence
of continued rise in the standard of living did not

.appear. The wealth created the new agriculture was
not kept in Indonesia but went to Holland where440

,the Dutch to go through the second stage.of'their
mographic transition. The lack of money naturally

prevented the Indonesian pqpulation from continuing
o. have an elevated standard of living. ---This Was-a

kind- of demographic parasitism, in which the'Second
stage of the demographic transition for the Dutch was
being fed by the suppression-of it in the colonies.
The growth of a. high standard of living in Western
Europe and with it the stabilization of'those popula-
tions was achieved at the expense of the exploitation,
not only of the resources of the colonies, but of
their populations.

The Dutch enacted laws in Indonesia that required
taxes to be paid in human labor; the birth-rate there-
fore was encouraged; Medjcal advances, served the pur-
pose of keeping the people alive in order to have an
adequate labor force, So the intervention by one
human society into another literally. brought about a
population explosion in t other country.

It is very iMportant tha we in this country under-
stand this because I ass evyou that this histoiT

lis thoroughly.understood by people in the developing
,,, ---- countries. They look to us as being th cause-of-the

ID
problem they face in the gap between th it population
and their resources.- We not only took ssession of
their resources but we imposed upon them .a-rising .

.population. As the demographer Nathan Keyfitz,
from Be*eleAhas said, "The ultimate result of
colonialism is wone billion excess iritheyorld's

1- population," The facts which demographers know about
the pattern of growth of populations, both in devel,,
oiled countries and developing countries,' illustrate
this concept. The continued rise of the standard
of living gives rise first to a population explosion
and then 'to a leveling off. In some countries it
has leveled off and in others it-is still riding. .

One of the critical elements in the deterdining
.factors of population growth is,the infant mortality.
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Whenever the infant mortality has fallen,to/minimum-

value, about-10 or 20 per thousand Live births in the

first year of life, there is a very sharp brop in the

birth rate. The response of"the birth rate to the

death rate is not linear. As the death rate and par-

ticularly -infant mortality approaches.a minimum level,

the birth rate in eiery country, not only in western

ones, drops precipitously. The demographic transition

explains this phenomenon.

There has been an interesting field study conducted in

1954 by a group from Harvard on the efficacy of family

Planning. The intention of the study was an attempt

- to de e the birth rate- in several Indian villages

by means oat an education program. which would inatruct

people on the. use of contraceptives. In 1969 the ex-

"periment_ended,__ana, its statistics indicated thatit

had failed4 The experimental VillageS had exactly

the same birth rate in 1969 as the control yillages.

More recently a Harvard graduate student, Memo Mandani,

attempted to.understand why the experiment had failed.

His findings were made into a book, The Myth of

Population Control, published by Mbnthly Review Press,

New York. Mandani's first interest was a test village

in which, the Harvard report said, the people had

accepted and used the contraceptives, but Athout.an
accompanying decline in birth rate. One such accep-

tance ase was a sometime land' laborer who is now a

watchman at the village high school. Mandani Writes

yin his book, "I questioned him as to whether he used

the tablets or not. 'Certainly,' he said, 'you can

read ft in the records; from 1957 to 1960 I never.

failed.' This/man,.though, had had a son, born some-

`time in late 1958 or 1959. At our third meeting I

pointed this out to him. Finally he looked at me and

responded,''Someday you Will understand--it is some-

times better ,to lie. It stops you from hyrting people,

does no harm, and might even help.' The next day he

took me to another.house and I saw small rectangUlar
boxes/, one piled on top of the other, all arranged in

a tiny sculpture in the corner of the room% My friend

said, 'Most of us have thrown:the tablets away, but .

my brother makes us4/1e of everything.'

There have been such stories before and they haVe been

considered. as nothing more than evidence of the brutal

ignorance of these peasants. But Mandani sought to

understand why the people refused to utilize the tablets.

He interviewed several people and began to discover

a really marvelously telling fact. I would like

,.to read another section from the book, but first I

want to reiterate that this is India, which is in the

process of trying. to develop itself,of trying to create

i0
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.new educational oppOrtunities and raise its standard. of
living. I will now quote the following account from
Mandani: "TO begin with, most 4pilies'have eithey
little or no sayings and they Oran earn too little to
be able to finance the education of any children, even
through high school. H4gh school is there but the?
cannot 4end their children to'it because they do not
have'thf resources. Another 'source of income must be
found. The only solution -at one man, told- me is, "to
have enough bhildren So_that there are at least three
or four sons-in the family.' Why? Because then each
son can finish high; school by spending part of the
afternoon working after-school. One son is sent on
ta*llege- while the other. sons save and pay the'
tecessary fees. Once his. education is complete he
will use his increased, earnings to put. his brother
throughoollege. He will not marryuntil the second
brother has finished his college education and can
carry the burden of educating the third brother."
This procedure was their method.of educating the
family.

The study pointed out that it was the rise in the age
of,marriage from 17.5 years in 1956 to 20 years in
1969, and not the birth control program, that was
responsible for a decrease in the birth rate. I should
mention that both the control and test villages had
a decrease in the birth rate of the same magnitude.
The birth rate dropped from 40 per thousand-in 1957
to 35 per thousand in 1968 because the age of marriage
was higher,.brought,abbut by the particular scheme
of educating the family and raising the standard of
living. So Mandani concludes, "While,the birth con-
trol program was a failure,the net result of the
technological and sociological ,change in ,Manipur
was a decrease in the birth rate." This is an ex- .

plicit example of the demographic transition in opera-,
tion in India. This method will bring about a decline
in the birth rate more predictably than will biological
control, through means of contraception.

This point can be areled, Other instances can be found
in Latin America in which the demographic transition
does not work this way, but the evidence is such that
generally people will themselves limit their popula-
tion as their standard of.living improves. At this
',time this is the only effective way of controlling

1,population, other than coercion.

The natural process of the demographic transition
is slow; there is an argument that steps must be
taken to force those nations that have a high birth.

, rate to reduce their fertility,. even when they do not
want to. In cases in which there is currently a
great overpopulation, the lifeboat ethic dictates

1 0 1
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that all support should' be withdrawn.

So then, there is e relationship between the standard
of living and the birth rate - -those countries
high standard of living have a low birth rate. The
relationship, however, is rot linear.

It is important to consider the relationship between
the birthrate and,the GNP per capita. GNP pgr capita

: is not 'a particularly good index tut it is tlefb best

one available for tie standard of living. The U S.
GNP isyabout$4500 Per capita; India's is about $68.
The mean point is about $900 per capita, at'whieh level
Greece is. The birth rate in Greece is about twenty
per thousand; the birth rate in the U.S. ip about
eighteen, If $3500 were to.e added to Greece's per
Capita, there would nbt be a great reduction in birth
rate. But if'onlyphe thousand dollars were added to
the GNP, of the developing countries, the transltAth pant
would be reached and the birth rate will drop. The
argument that the U.S. cannot give other countries
the, resources it has:is not applicable. It is not
necessary for that to be done.'

,
OUr standard of-living is'enormously inflated from
waste., ?or example, trucks are used instead',of-the
railroads: to transport fuel, but trucks burn/ four

44tu five times as much fuel as it costs to .terry
the waste it taken out of our standard of living

discrepancy becomes even greater.' It would-take
a relatively small redistribution of'wealth to bri

of the developing countries to the'point where
the demographilc process would bring the birth, rate
'down to a reasonable position. The telling figure
is the world average .per capita, which is. around
$880. 8uch'a. figure would indicate a birth rate Of,
a little over twenty per thousand, but, the actual
average birth rate in the world is thirty- four.. It
follows that if the GNP Of the world were evenly
distributed, every coun-pry would-'haye a great enough
GNp to achieve a birth irate of about twenty-two. The
birth rate is at thirty -four because the world's ,..

wealth is-not evenly distributed. There are very
rich countries and exceedingly poor ones. If the low
GNP- levels of the very :poor countries could be brought,
up to the'level 'of Greece, all countries would have a
relatively'low birth rate. There is an argument
that this cannot be done because there.are not enplIgh
resources available, particularly food.

Regarding the matter-of food production, another case
history from India will illustrate the problem.
Roger Revelle(4),from Harvard, has reported his find -
\ings from an analysis done on the state of Madras in
l967. About one-third of the'population was starving;



they were helow'the physiologically adequate intake
of protein and, calories. But when th total food in-
take was averaged--the total food av ilable in the
state of Madras comparedto the-bota population--
it was found that there was enough ood to meet §9%
of the calorie and protein! requirem nts. In actuality
a third of the population has only 0% Of'its calorie,
wand protein requiremehts. met. The reason some people
in the state of Madras were below hegohysiological
standard was that some people wer above it. Again,
the problem centers on the matter of redistribution.

A direct figure is available for the world prbduction
of food per person. If all of the food available in
the world were divided equally among the population,
every peraon would ha e twice the physiological re-'
quirements for caIori s and protein.. The argument
'is that since the pop ation is increasing and food
production _c o rease_at the :same level, what

-will be the- -ratio to years from-now? Recently the
University. of California published a report by its
Division of Agricultural pciences,'Food Task Force (5).
This reportjarovides an estiMatettwhat the relation-
ship between the "supply, and deMand of-food will be
like in- 1985. It was found that the overall world
availability of protein and calorles would be suffi-
cient to meet the demand of the expected population.
There would be excesses in North America and in *.
certain partebf'Europe, a deficiency in England in
its own food production and a deficiency in Asia.
But the deficiencies could be eliminated by redistri-
bution. I would like to 'quote one very simple con-
clusion that they have reached -- "Projected regiohal
shortages have vastly different implications for
areas which.can afford to buy on the world market
and areas which cannot. Surope, particularly England,
is expedted to-make up its deficit by- importing food
abroad, while countries that cannot afford to import
food, for example, those in ASia, will suffer froth
malnutritiOn ... Despite the overall world balance,
between supply and demand, given the limited buying
power of many consumers in the less developp6 nations,
the world foped di],emma will continuetalnutition
and starvation irk some areas while food surpluses:,
accumulate in other regions.' '

BOth today ancrin 1985 the reasonfor starvation.in
the world would be the mal-distribution dof food. In
Considering any one of the current families it becomes
apparent that the chief cause is the failure to

/deliver food, sometimes Tor ridiculous, reasons. For
:example, the hunger in Ethiopia turned to widespread
famine because the graft-ridden Ethiopian officials
did not report the situation to the goyernment
early enough, andcwhen food supplies, were eventually
sent in they were diverted to the purpospeof the
officials. .

.0
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mere was an interesting article in the new -York TiteS

Magazine on the famine in Sahel. Altha7h7766d was being
shipped into Sahel there was still famine. The;newspaper
article'carried a timetable on the rate of food delivery

to the pc rand therate off transport overland. ,111e.

food had o be delivered to the port 'at an exact time so.

that the trucks which woul& transport it overland w0:0-
be.walting when it arrived Unfortunately, the'proced
'was -not well run. Food ac umulated at the port because.
IA came in at the wrong tme and the reslij.t was that.th

amount of fodd delivered n Sahel was of a smaller lot'

than the amount of actua food. that was' available. The:-

critical governing factor then -is riot the ability to
produce- food but the distribution of the !Oil. One
answer to the problem is to leave the distribution as
deficient-as it is and,Qimply expect the hungry countries
to producellore food. ''

It is particularly ironic that the overall world pro-
duction of food could actually be increased if the present.
grossly disparate availability of the necessary inputs,-

fertilizer in particular, were even slightly>redistrib-

uted. The fertilizer pivoblem an illuminating example,
In general, crop yie1d per unit of. applied fertilizer'

diminishes with increasing rates of.fertilizer.applica-

tion: For example, in India between 1958, and 1963,

average yield inor*asedfrom about 720 to,820 kg/ha, while
fertilizer use increased from about l.3 to 2.7 kg/ha.

The incremental resource productivity .of fertilizer--
the efficiency with which fertilkzet is converted

into.food--ds-therefore 100 kg of crop/1.4 kg of ferti-

lizer,',or a ratio of 71.' In Japan d ingg the same

period, yield increased from 4,500 to , 00-kg/ha while
fertilizerapplication increased"from =00 to.260 kg /ha;

the resource productivity ratio is 900 0 or 157, In

the U.S., between 1958 and 1963, averag= yieldsincreased
from about 2,005 to 2,500 kg/ha with fer ilizer
increasing from about 30 to 43 kg/ha% e incremental"

resource productivity of fertilizer in t e U.S. was \;,

therefore 495 kg of crop/13 kg of fertili er, or a patio

of 38. Thug, in that period of time the sffectiveness.
Of a given increment in fertilizer use in roducing
crops in India was almost twice as much as it was in the
U.S., and almost five times-as much as it was in Japan...

If we are interested in using fertilizer to increase
world food produotion it should be remembered that
fertilizer can yield greater results in India than it
can in the U.S. or Japan. It should also be kept in
mind, of o se,"that other necessary ins, such as
appropriat crop varieties, must be available.

There is a current aeficit of about 200,000 tons of
nitrogen fertilizer in rice production in Asia. Based

on a geneeal estimate that nitrogen fertilizer applied '

to rise produces about 15 times Its weight in added .

crop, this deficit means a loss bf about three milliOn
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.tons of rice. Now consider a typical si ation in a
developed country- -for example,the use of nitrogen
.fertilizer to produce corn in Illinois. A detailed
study was conducted on Illinois farms by the Center'
.fOrthe Biology. of Natural Systems, In 1971, Illinois
'used'ebout 680,000 tons of nitrogen fertilizer to
produce about 30.million tons of corn; the average
rate of application WaS':130 pounds per acre. If the
total use of the fertilizer were reduce by. 200,000
tons, the average rate of plication would fall to
92 pounds per acre. In this would reduce the
average yield of corn by Opt 6.8 percent, so that
the total amount ofcrop would be-about:two
million tons. Thus if 200;0 tons of the fertilizer
were- shifted from Illinois to'Asia, total world grain s

production could "be increased laYlsome one-million
:tons. These figures, approxim4 as they are, indicate
that in this specifid-instance efficiency with
which fertilizer is converted ta rainthe resource
productivity - -is about' 0 tferceOn igher in Asia than
it is in Illinois. ThfS,is only ; example of a
basic fact about the efficiencies th which major
resources are transformed into use 1 goods in deVel-
oping countries and in technologically advanced ones.

. d- -

I have already pointed, out that we r regard the
rapid growth of population in develo,Ang countries
and the 'grinding povetty-which engendOrs it as the
distant outcome of colonial exploitat*it-a policy
having. been impOsed on the antecedentab4 theidevel-
oping countries by the more advanced..00, This
policy has forcefully determined both-theidistribu-
tion of the imrldls wealth and of itsdifOrent
populations accumulating most of the WeSIthin the
western countries and most of the people0.4. the re-
maining, largely tropical, ones'. ro

Thus there is a grave imbalance betwe n ihO4orld's
wealth and the world's people. :But t e 4141.anCe is
not the supposed disparity between the Worliqe total
wealth and total population. Rather,. it .isjdUe to the
gross distributive imbalance among the natiOha ,of

. the world. What the probled,calls for, I balieve
ls a process.that has already begun to figure In the
thinking peoples' of the Third World: a return
some of the worid's.wealth to the countries whOSO
resources and-peoples have borne so much of the*r-
den of producing it--the developing-nations.

. There is no denying that this proposal would involve
exceedingly diffi6ult economic, social and political
problems, especially. for the rich'counties. But:
the alterngtive solutions that have beenadvanced.

'are at lest as difficult and socially stressful.

A Major source of confusion'is that these diverse
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proposed solutiohg fo'the population problem, which
differ so sharply in their moral postulates and their
political effedts, appOr to have a common :base in
scientific fact. It is, after all, equally trup,
scientifically, ,that. the birthrate can be -reduced by
promulgating contraceptive practices (providink'they
are used), by eleVating living standards, ory with-
holding-food from starving nations.

What is particularly disturbing is that behind this
screen of confusion between scientific fact and
'political intent there has developed an escalating
series of what 'can,pnly be regarded, in my opinion,

as iflhumane, .abhorrent political schemes put forward
in the guise of science. First there appeared
Paddock's triage .proposal, which would condeMn'
whole-nations to death through: some specie's of global
"benign neglect ". Then there have been schemes for
Coercing people to curtail their fertility, by
physical.ana legal means which are ominously left
unspecified. Nov there is an argument that we must
curtail rather than extend our effortsto feed the
hungry peoples of, the World.' Is it conceivable that
the proponents of coercive population-control will
be guided by one of Garret Hardinys earlier, aston-
ishing proposals:

"How can we help a
over-population?
We can do as send
would be kinder.

foreign country to escape
Clearlythe worst thing
food'... atomic bombs
For a few moments the

misery wouldbe acute, but it would soon
come to an dhd for most of the people,
leaVing a very few. survivors to suffer
thereafter". ( "The Immorality of Being
Softhearted ", Stanford Alumni Almanac, Jan.
1969).

There has beeh a long- standing alliance-between
pseudoscienca and_political repression; this evil
alliance feeds on oonfugion.

The present confusibn can be removed by recognizing
all of the current population proposals for what
they are--not scientific observations but value
judgments that reflect Sharply differing ethical,
views and political intentions. The family planni
approach, If applied as'the.exclusive solution t
the problem, would put the bUrden of remedying a
fault created by a social and political evil--

on the:individual victims
of Vie evil.. The so- called "lifeboat ethic" would
compound the original evil of colonialism bfforc-
ing its.victims to forego the humane course toward

a balanced population and the improvement of living
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andards, or if they refuse, to abandon them to
destruction, or even to-thrust them toward it.

.my own purely personal Conclusion is, like all of
these, not scientific but political;that the world
population crisis, which is the ultimate outcome of
the exploitation of poor nations by rich ones, ought
to be remedied bY.returning to the poor countries
enough of the wealth taken from them to give their
peoples both the reason and the. resources voluntarily
to limit their own fertility. .

o

I believe that if the root 'cause of the world
population crisis is poverty,..then to end it we must'
abolish poverty. And if the cause of poverty is the-
grossly unequal distribution of the wor],d's wealth,.
then to end' poverty .and with it the population
crisis, We must redistribute that wealth, among
nations and within them.
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